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Abstract 
The rapidly increasing use of silver nanoparticles (Ag NPs) in consumer 
products and medical applications has raised ecological and human health concerns. 
Significant progress has been made in understanding the toxicity of silver nanoparticles 
(Ag NPs) under carefully controlled laboratory conditions. The goals of this dissertation 
were to investigate the mechanism of Ag NP toxicity under both laboratory conditions 
and environmental backgrounds, using Caenorhabditis elegans (C. elegans) as a model 
system. A key question for addressing these concerns is whether Ag NP toxicity is 
mechanistically unique to nanoparticulate silver or if it is a result of the release of silver 
ions. Ag NPs are produced in a large variety of monomer sizes and coatings, and since 
their physicochemical behavior depends on the media composition, it is important to 
understand how these variables modulate toxicity. 
In order to test the hypothesis of a particle-specific effect, multiple techniques 
were used, including analytical chemistry, pharmacological rescue, and genetic analysis. 
Results suggested that dissolution was important for all tested Ag NPs and oxidative 
stress (a particle-specific effect) was important only for some Ag NPs, especially the 
citrate-coated Ag NPs (CIT-Ag NPs). The hypothesis of the particle-specific effect was 
further tested by investigating the cellular uptake and damage co-localization upon 
exposures to CIT-Ag NPs. I found that Ag NPs crossed all layers, including the pharynx, 
  
v 
gut, and also embryos through trans-generational transfer. Sites of damage were 
examined through transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and CIT-Ag NPs showed a 
more severe and deeper level of damage compared to ionic Ag.  In addition, 
pharmacological inhibitors in parallel with genetic mutants (deficient in both 
endocytosis and lysosomal function) were used to explore the impact of those pathways 
on Ag NP uptake and associated toxicity. I found that endocytosis was important for 
CIT-Ag NP uptake and toxicity. Most intriguingly, one of the lysosomal deficient 
mutants was much more sensitive than wild type to reproductive inhibition after 
exposure to CIT-Ag NPs but not ionic Ag, constituting a clear nanoparticle-specific toxic 
effect. 
These laboratory mechanistic studies, however, cannot be directly extrapolated 
to complicated environmental conditions, including variable amounts of natural organic 
matter (NOM), different temperatures and salinities, surface sulfidation, etc. My general 
hypothesis was that complex environmental medium would reduce Ag NP toxicity. In 
support of this, the environmental conditions present in mesocosms resulted in a loss of 
toxicity one week after dosing/spiking. In laboratory studies, I found that that increasing 
temperature and salinity tended to increase Ag NP toxicity, while sulfidation reduced 
Ag NP toxicity, acting as a ‚natural antidote.‛ I studied two types of NOM, Suwannee 
River and Pony Lake fulvic acids (SRFA and PLFA respectively). PLFA rescued toxicity 
more effectively than SRFA. Therefore, CIT-Ag NP-NOM interactions were explored in 
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depth using PLFA. Using hyperspectral dark field microscopy, I was able to detect the 
formation of Ag NP-PLFA complexes and the limited tissue uptake of Ag NPs (with and 
without PLFA). Consistent with the reduced acute toxicity of Ag NPs by PLFA, I also 
found a rescue effect of PLFA on Ag NP-induced ultrastructural damage. 
In conclusion, Ag NP toxicity resulted largely from dissolution and in some cases 
also from a particle-specific effect. However, Ag NP toxicity was strongly altered by 
environmental matrices. Continued in depth elucidation of Ag NP behavior, cellular 
uptake pathways and trafficking, and their interactions with other environmental factors 
will be invaluable in predicting, designing, and remediating the potential/existing 
environmental implications of silver-related nanotechnology.  
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1. Introduction  
Nanotechnology has been increasing exponentially during the past decades 
(www.nanotechproject.org). As one of the most manufactured and fast-growing 
nanocompounds [1], silver nanoparticles (Ag NPs) have been extensively investigated 
for potential health effects on organisms and human populations [2-4].  
1.1 Silver 
Silver has been used since ancient times for multiple purposes including 
silverware, dental fillings, medicine, photography, jewelry, cosmetics, etc. [5, 6]. For 
medical purposes, it has been applied in combination with sulfadiazine as a topical 
antibacterial agent for the treatment of wounds [7, 8]. Due to the variety of silver uses, it 
has various routes of entry into the body, and ingestion has become the primary one, 
followed by dust/fume inhalation through occupational settings [4, 7]. Due to its high 
affinity to sulfhydryl groups, ionic silver (Ag+) binds strongly to metallothionein, 
albumins, etc. and forms silver-protein complexes [6]. When Ag+ is bound to other ions 
or proteins or deposited in tissue debris [9, 10], the bound ion is unavailable for 
antibiotic purposes but can lead to adverse health effects [11]. Chronic exposure to silver 
causes fatty degeneration of the liver and kidneys, alterations in blood cells [12], 
irritation in the respiratory and intestinal tract, and a permanent bluish-gray 
discoloration of the skin or eyes [8].  
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Silver is unusual in natural compartments; however, due to anthropogenic 
activities (smelting, manufacture, coal combustion, etc.), silver concentrations can be 
significantly increased [13].  
1.2 Nanoparticles  
Nanoparticles have been defined as structures with at least one dimension 
ranging from 1 to 100 nm [14, 15]. Due to the high surface area to volume ratio, quantum 
confinement, biomedical activities [16], etc., nano-sized particles can exhibit properties 
which substantially deviate from those of bulk forms [17]. The unique function of 
nanoparticles typically requires both the small (nano-) size of the particles and that they 
be present as well-dispersed particles without agglomeration [17]. Agglomeration is 
often prevented by various types of surface functionalizations (e.g., polymers) based on 
electrostatic or steric theories [18, 19]. Nanotechnology has been applied to medicine [20], 
cosmetics [21, 22], electronics [23], environmental engineering [24], energy [25], the food 
industry [26], etc. In the field of nanomedicine, efforts have been made in tailoring 
nanoparticle surfaces to be optimally commensurate with cellular and biomolecular 
systems [27]. The nano-sized particles can potentially cross the biological barriers, e.g., 
blood brain barrier, which opens new routes of drug delivery into the brain [28]. 
However, those particles can interact with sub-cellular structures and cause toxicities 
[29-31].  
 3 
1.3 Silver Nanoparticles  
1.3.1 Applications of silver nanoparticles  
Silver nanoparticles (Ag NPs) have been used as antimicrobial agents, usually in  
the form of polymer nanocomposites [19], and their effectiveness is due to the release of 
germicidal silver ions [32]. This bactericidal effect of Ag NPs has resulted in their global 
application in various consumer products, e.g., deodorants, toys, humidifiers, filters and 
also the food and feed industry (packaging materials and nursing bottles), etc. [33, 34]. 
Due to the importance of emerging and re-emerging infectious diseases, e.g., influenza 
(A/H5N1), cholera, etc., advanced antimicrobial nanomaterials have been suggested to 
prevent those outbreaks [16, 35]. The broad range of targets within the virus makes 
metal nanoparticles a novel substitute for traditional antiviral drugs [35]. Due to the 
significantly lower skin absorption and internal organ deposition and their relatively 
lower toxicity compared to silver sulfadiazine, Ag NPs have become highly used as a 
topical antibiotic in burn patients [36]. Additionally, Ag NPs have been applied widely 
in solar cells [37], clinical medicine [16], cosmetics [38], nano-scale sensors [39], etc.  
1.3.2 Physicochemical characteristics of silver nanoparticles 
Ag NP size has been controlled through multiple factors during the synthesis 
procedure, e.g., handling of the Ar and Hg gas flow, length of the aggregation zone, and 
the magnetron power [40]. Ag NPs have various shapes, e.g., nanoparticles, nanowires, 
nanoplates, nanocoatings, nanofilms, etc. [4]. Ag nanoplates and nanowires were more 
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toxic and eliminated less readily in comparison with spherical Ag NPs [41, 42]. Surface 
functionalizations were used to achieve the required stability, and the particle colloidal 
stability can change when suspended in other aquatic conditions [43]. Functionalized Ag 
NPs can be further dispersed into polymer matrices, resulting in the formation of 
polymer/Ag nanocomposite films with significantly higher stability [44].  
The surface charge of Ag NPs has been controlled during the synthesis process to 
achieve specific application purposes [45], e.g., surface-enhanced Raman scattering [46], 
contaminant remediation [47], etc. The dissolution rate of Ag NPs, a major driver of Ag 
NP toxicity, was correlated with both the characteristics of Ag NPs [48] and the 
surrounding environmental factors [49]. These physicochemical properties of Ag NPs 
can affect their interactions with organisms and the environment [42, 50-52]. Crystal 
defects contributed to Ag NP toxicity, in addition to toxic effects resulting from Ag ions 
dissolving from nanoparticles [41].  
1.3.3 Fate and transport of silver nanoparticles  
 In order to characterize the fate and transport of Ag NPs in the environment, it is 
essential to understand their use, potential pathways, and sinks (Fig. 1). Surface 
functionalizations of Ag NPs and environmental factors (pH, salinity, hardness, and 
dissolved organic matter) can affect Ag NP aggregation and dissolution [53-55], which 
further alter their fate and transport in the environment. Nanosilver products, including 
disinfectants, clothing, toothpaste, etc., are disposed into wastewater treatment plants or 
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directly into landfills with Ag NPs reaching sewage sludge, natural water, atmosphere, 
etc. Those particles may potentially enter agriculture soil/crops, sediment, oceans, etc. 
[56]. Transformations of Ag NPs have been investigated within wastewater treatment 
plants to better predict their potential risks to the environment. Those studies indicated 
that most of the Ag NPs were in the form of Ag2S [57], and sulfidation was shown to be 
an important natural detoxification process of Ag NPs [58].  
To date, most fate studies focused on the chemical and compositional alterations 
of Ag NPs in laboratory-simulated conditions [59-61], and transport models used in 
further predicting their fate in a riverine environment. This dissertation will examine the 
effect of various environmental factors on Ag NP physicochemical characteristics and 
subsequent toxicity, with the effect of natural organic matter (NOM) explored in more 
depth.  
1.3.4 Environmental implications and concerns  
The accelerating incorporation of Ag NPs into commercial products has 
increased their likelihood of release into the environment [62], and uncertainty remains 
in evaluating the positive and negative impacts of Ag NPs [63, 64]. Silver nanoparticles 
were shown to come off from the fabrics in which they are embedded during the wash 
cycle [65]. Most of the nanotoxicity is associated with the ‚nano-scale‛ [3], although 
synthesis of silver nanoparticles can also incorporate toxic metals or other substances 
adsorbed onto them [66]. Smaller Ag NPs (20 nm in diameter) penetrated pear skin and 
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pulp after pears were exposed to Ag NP suspensions for 96 hrs while larger 
nanoparticles (70 nm) did not [67], raising great concern regarding the safety of smaller 
Ag NPs in food. The environmental toxicology of Ag NPs was intensively studied in 
aquatic ecosystems [68-71] and relatively less studied in the atmosphere [72, 73]. 
Environmental transformations of Ag NPs, e.g., sulfidation, aggregation, oxidative 
dissolution, etc., were essential in predicting the fate, transport and risk of Ag NPs in the 
environment [58, 74]. Predicted environmental concentrations of Ag NPs have been 
generated, which were shown to have a significant potential risk to environmental 
organisms [68]. Mechanistic toxicological studies have been conducted to improve the 
current understanding and prediction of the environment implications of Ag NPs [51, 75, 
76].  
1.4 Caenorhabditis elegans (C. elegans) 
1.4.1 General biology and advantages as a model organism  
C. elegans, a free-living nematode distributed globally in nutrient and bacteria-
rich decaying materials [77], was first established as a model organism by Sydney 
Brenner in 1974 and became extensively studied in fields of cell signaling [78], molecular 
biology [79], apoptosis [80], neurobiology [81], etc. There are several major features of 
this species that makes it a powerful model organism. C. elegans is grown on agar plates 
or in liquid culture with Escherichia coli as its food source [82, 83]; therefore, the 
maintenance become easier and cheaper compared to other species, e.g., rats, fish, etc. C. 
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elegans has short, hermaphroditic lifecycle and each adult nematode can have 
approximately 300 offspring, which makes medium to high-throughput studies more 
feasible [84]. With the whole genome sequenced [85] and 60-80% of the genes 
homologous to human genome [86], C. elegans has the potential to reveal the molecular 
mechanisms of stress responses and complicated human genetic disorders [87, 88].  
1.4.2 Model organism for nanoparticle uptake and mechanism of toxicity  
The uptake of nanoparticles has been examined both in vitro [89, 90] and in vivo 
[91], with the mechanism of uptake investigated using multiple approaches: molecular 
genetics, confocal/fluorescent microscopy, spectroelectrochemistry [92, 93], etc. The 
transparency of C. elegans allows direct examination of in vivo nanoparticle uptake using 
fluorescent or high-spectra dark field microscope [94, 95]. The availability of mutant 
strains makes it possible to explore the molecular mechanisms of nanoparticle uptake 
and associated toxicity [51, 94]. Table 1 summarizes the advantages and limitations of C. 
elegans in nanotoxicological studies in comparison with other model organisms. 
1.5 Dissertation Objectives and Outline 
The primary goals of this dissertation are to identify the mechanisms of silver 
nanoparticle toxicity in both laboratory conditions and complicated environmental 
matrices using multiple techniques, including collaborative works (analytical chemistry 
work) with researchers in the Center of Environmental Implications of Nanotechnology 
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(CEINT) and the Electron Microscope facility at NC State and Clemson University with 
details described in the following chapters.  
This dissertation is divided into the following five research chapters which 
address the mechanisms of silver nanoparticle toxicity: 
Chapter 1: Introduction 
Chapter 2: Investigating the mechanisms of silver nanoparticle toxicity using 
multidisciplinary techniques in Caenorhabditis elegans (published in Environmental 
Science and Technology, Yang et al., 2012) 
A key question for addressing the concerns raised by increasing silver 
nanotechnology is whether Ag NP toxicity is mechanistically unique to nanoparticulate 
silver, or if it is a result of the release of silver ions. Furthermore, since Ag NPs are 
produced in a large variety of monomer sizes and coatings and since their 
physicochemical behavior depends on the media composition, it is important to 
understand how these variables modulate toxicity. I found a linear correlation between 
Ag NP toxicity and dissolved silver, but no correlation between size and toxicity, 
suggesting that the toxicity of most Ag NPs resulted from dissolution. I also found 
evidence that some Ag NPs (typically less soluble due to size or coating) acted via 
oxidative stress, an effect specific to nanoparticulate silver. However, in no case studied 
here was the toxicity of a Ag NP greater than would be predicted by complete 
dissolution of the same mass of silver as silver ions.  
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Chapter 3: In vivo study of the role of endocytosis and lysosomal function in 
silver nanoparticle uptake and toxicity in Caenorhabditis elegans  
This aim of this chapter was to study the roles of endocytosis and lysosomal 
function in the uptake and subsequent toxicity of silver nanoparticles (Ag NPs). Both 
pharmacological and genetic tools were used to understand how endocytosis and 
lysosomal function correlates to subsequent Ag NP toxicity. I found that the clathrin-
mediated endocytosis inhibitor chlorpromazine reduced the toxicity of CIT-Ag NPs, but 
not AgNO3. One of the endocytosis-deficient mutants (rme-6) took up less silver and was 
resistant to the acute toxicity of CIT-Ag NPs as compared to N2, and none of those 
mutants showed altered sensitivity to AgNO3. Interestingly, the lysosomal mutants were 
more sensitive to the growth-inhibiting effects of CIT-Ag NPs and were in fact more 
sensitive to CIT-Ag NP-mediated inhibition of reproduction. Most intriguingly, the glo-1 
mutants were much more sensitive than wild type to inhibition of reproduction after 
exposure to CIT-Ag NPs but not AgNO3, constituting a clear nanoparticle-specific toxic 
effect. Microscopic examination of the reproduction-impaired glo-1 mutants revealed a 
phenotype of bagging (retention of developing eggs in the adult), resulting from both 
insufficient yolk in the embryo and blockage of embryo transport to the vulval opening 
by excess yolk accumulation. This severe phenotype in lysosomal deficient mutants has 
demonstrated gene-environment interactions that can potentially affect specific human 
populations with deficiencies in lysosomal pathways.  
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Chapter 4: Silver nanoparticle behavior, uptake, and toxicity in Caenorhabditis 
elegans: Effects of natural organic matter, temperature, sulfidation, and mesocosm 
conditions (Published in Environmental Science and Technology, Yang et al., 2014) 
Natural organic matter (NOM) is omnipresent in complex environmental 
systems where it may alter the behavior of nanoparticles in these systems. This chapter 
describes multiple techniques in addressing the mechanisms of NOM effect on Ag NP 
toxicity. I found that the majority of the CIT-Ag NP uptake was limited to the digestive 
tract.  Limited tissue uptake was detected by hyperspectral microscopy, but not by 
transmission electron microscopy. Co-exposure to PLFA rescued AgNO3 and CIT-Ag 
NP-induced cellular damage, and also resulted in formation of NOM-Ag NP composites 
(both in medium and nematodes).  Toxicity of Ag NPs was also affected by temperature, 
with increasing toxicity at a higher temperature for Ag NPs but not AgNO3.  
Chapter 5: Conclusion 
To conclude, the results of this dissertation, their broader implications and future 
directions are described in Chapter 5. 
Appendices 
The appendices describe experiments I have done during my PhD aside from the 
main chapters: Appendix A - the quantification of production of the superoxide anion 
using mitosox (aims to provide parallel biomarker evidence of oxidative stress resulting 
from particle effects), Appendix B - DNA damage using Q-PCR (aims to explore the 
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genotoxicity of Ag NPs or oxidative damage to DNA as parallel biomarkers), and 
Appendix C - the role of ER stress-related genes in silver toxicity (aims to investigate 
whether deficiency in the immune system of C. elegans modulate Ag NP toxicity or if Ag 
NP toxicity is related to the immune oxidative burst).  
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adapted from Whiteley et al., 2013 [56]. 
Figure 1: Life cycle and possible fate and transport pathway analysis of silver 
nanoparticles in the environment. 
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Table 1: Advantages and limitations of Caenorhabditis elegans as a model system in 
nanotoxicological studies. 
C. elegans features Advantages of C. 
elegans in 
nanotoxicological 
studies 
Limitations of C. 
elegans in 
nanotoxicological 
studies 
If limitations, 
any 
compensatory 
method 
suggested? 
Short generation 
time, ease of 
culturing, small 
size, large brood 
sizes 
Permits medium- to 
high-throughput 
laboratory experiments 
and long-term studies 
(2+ generations) 
May be a poor model 
for chronic toxicities 
that require a long life 
(e.g., cancer) 
 
Fully sequenced 
genome  and large 
variety of mutant 
strains 
Improved analysis of 
molecular mechanisms 
of NP toxicity [96] 
  
Conventional 
culture medium (K 
medium or M9 
buffer) contains 
high levels of 
chloride [97] 
 Interferes with NP 
physicochemical 
behavior and results 
in increased 
agglomeration or 
precipitation; 
meanwhile the culture 
medium cannot 
represent the 
complicated 
environmental 
conditions 
Use a new 
medium with 
low ionic 
strength and 
chloride 
concentration 
Body transparency Microscopic detection of 
NP uptake and 
distribution [94] 
  
Genetic similarity 
to higher 
eukaryotes (e.g., 
humans) 
Potentially provide 
guidance for human 
studies if nematodes 
with a specific genetic 
background are more 
susceptible to NPs 
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Whole organism 
examination  
This model provides a 
simple but efficient and 
physiologically relevant 
platform for systematic 
investigation in growth, 
reproduction, etc. [98], 
bridging the gap 
between in vitro and in 
vivo studies [99] 
Simplified model for 
extrapolating to more 
complicated biological 
system 
 
Well-studied cell 
and 
developmental 
biology  
Allowing analysis at 
single cell level 
The small size of C. 
elegans makes it more 
difficult to target 
specific organ systems 
during sample 
fixation and 
sectioning, compared 
to rodents and other 
vertebrates 
Include a 
larger number 
of nematode 
during sample 
fixation 
processes to 
get a better 
representation 
of different 
body systems 
Availability of 
green fluorescence 
protein tagging 
and transfections 
[100] 
Makes it possible to 
examine fluorescent 
NPs’ behavior and fate 
in living organisms 
using optical microscopy  
  
Feeding behavior 
of C. elegans- 
Pharyngeal 
pumping 
To model an important 
exposure route of NPs- 
dietary ingestion  
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2. Investigating the mechanisms of silver nanoparticle toxicity 
using multidisciplinary techniques in Caenorhabditis elegans  
2.1 Introduction 
The increased use of silver nanoparticles (Ag NPs) as antimicrobial agents in 
commercial and medical products has led to elevated human and environmental 
exposures [5, 101, 102]. In addition to being bactericidal [103-106], Ag NPs are toxic to 
other taxa. Documented effects include developmental deformities in zebrafish [107-
109], altered stress-related gene expression in Japanese medaka [110], respiratory stress 
in Eurasian perch [111], mitochondrial toxicity in human cells [112], inflammatory 
responses in rats [113], neurotoxicity in mice [114], and decreased growth and 
reproductive capacity in Caenorhabditis elegans [115, 116].  
2.1.1 General mechanisms of Silver Nanoparticle toxicity  
Despite many recent publications on Ag NP toxicity, the mechanism of Ag NP 
toxicity remains unclear [63]. Understanding this mechanism is critical for risk 
assessment; if Ag NP toxicity is driven by release of dissolved silver, our current 
knowledge relating dissolved silver speciation and toxicity may be highly informative 
for risk assessment. If on the other hand Ag NPs have unique toxicities deriving from 
their nanoparticulate form, additional studies will be required. Release of metal ion from 
nanoparticle dissolution is an important mechanism for toxicity of some NPs [117], and 
recent work has suggested that oxidative dissolution rates of Ag NPs may be quite high 
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under some circumstances [118]. Several studies suggest that the mechanism of Ag NP 
toxicity is largely explained by Ag ions (Ag+). For example, no toxicity was observed 
when Ag+ was complexed by a thiol ligand [107, 119-123], and dietary exposure to Ag 
NPs resulted in similar toxicity to Ag+ [124]. Using genetic analysis, I also found 
evidence that Ag NP toxicity was mediated by ionic silver release [116]. However, other 
studies suggest that ion release does not explain all toxicity, and some support a role for 
generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS), which might occur at the surface of Ag NPs 
[125-129] but is not expected to result from silver ion dissolution alone. One study 
reported that cysteine, a strong Ag+ ligand, only partially rescued Ag NP toxicity [130], 
while another found that Ag NP cytotoxicity was independent of Ag+ concentration and 
resulted primarily from oxidative stress [127, 131]. It has also been found that Ag+ can 
form Ag NPs in vivo [124], which added more uncertainties in distinguishing between 
the ionic and NP effect. Thus, the reported mechanism of Ag NP toxicity has been 
variable depending on the Ag NP and system in question and needs further elucidation, 
preferably using multiple different Ag NPs that might have different mechanisms of 
action, but all measured in the same system.  
2.1.2 Physicochemical characteristics of Ag NPs in suspensions  
Ag NPs have a high tendency to aggregate, and are typically synthesized with 
surface coatings to stabilize them in suspension [132, 133]. Both aggregation and surface 
coatings can alter Ag NP toxicity [134]. For example, biogenic Ag NPs (coated with 
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protein) were more toxic than chemically synthesized Ag NPs, and citrate-coated Ag 
NPs were more toxic than PVP-coated Ag NPs [135]. However, more information on the 
impact of surface coatings on the mechanisms of Ag NP toxicity is needed, especially in 
conjunction with characterization of the physicochemical state of the particles at the time 
of exposure, which is critical but relatively rarely done [118, 136-139].    
2.1.3 Study goals  
The goal of this study, therefore, was to investigate the factors determining Ag 
NP toxicity in the model organism C. elegans. I compared the toxicity of several sizes of 
Ag NPs (from 5 to 75 nm mean diameter) coated in different ways and suspended in two 
different culture media chosen on the basis of differing ionic strengths. I used 
pharmacological rescue (trolox and N-acetylcysteine), genetic knockouts (analysis of 
metal- sensitive and oxidative stress-sensitive mutants), and physicochemical 
characterization (analysis of aggregation, surface charge, crystalline structure, and 
dissolution of Ag NPs) to test for the importance of dissolved silver vs Ag NP-mediated 
oxidative stress. The use of differentially coated Ag NPs of similar size permitted insight 
into the role of coating.   
2.1.1 Use multiple tools to address the mechanism of Silver Nanoparticle 
toxicity  
2.1.1.1 Analytical chemistry tools 
 Measurement of dissolution from each type of Ag NPs was used to directly 
correlate dissolution with toxicity. Meanwhile other physicochemical characteristics of 
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Ag NPs were analyzed, including surface charge, NP monomer size, and hydrodynamic 
diameter, etc.  
2.1.1.2 Genetic tools 
 Both oxidative stress- and metal- sensitive mutant C. elegans were used to see if 
they showed increased sensitivity to Ag NPs. For example, increased sensitivity of the 
metal-sensitive mutant indicated that ion dissolution was important in Ag NP toxicity.  
2.1.1.3 Pharmacological tools 
To explore whether the major driver of Ag NP toxicity was dissolution or 
reactive oxygen species (ROS) generation, we used two types of chemicals, trolox (water 
soluble version of Vitamin E) and N-acetyl-cysteine (NAC). We used trolox as a ROS 
scavenger and NAC as both a ROS scavenger and an ion chelator. The ion effect on Ag 
NP toxicity can be revealed by comparing the pharmacological rescue from both 
chemicals.  
2.2 Materials and Methods  
2.2.1 C. elegans strains and culture  
C. elegans were cultured in petri dishes on K-agar seeded with OP50 strain 
Escherichia coli [140] to prepare nematodes for liquid medium exposure, which was 
carried out in 96 well plates as previously described [116] except as detailed below. In 
addition to wild-type, mutant strains were chosen based on their known sensitivity to 
certain mechanisms of toxicity. Strains N2 (wild-type Bristol), VC433 (sod-3 deletion), 
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TM1748 (pcs-1 deletion, outcrossed 6 times), and TK22 (mev-1, mutation uncertain, 
outcrossed 5 times) were obtained from the Caenorhabditis Genetics Center (CGC; 
Minneapolis, MN, USA). Strain JF23 (mtl-2 deletion, outcrossed 4 times from the VC128 
strain) was a generous gift from J. Freedman and W. Boyd (NIEHS).  
2.2.2 Ag NP synthesis and characterization in stock solution  
I used 5 types of previously-characterized Ag NPs: citrate-coated Ag NPs (herein 
referred to as ‚CIT-Ag NPs‛, where the subscript indicates monomer diameter in 
nanometers) [116],  small and large polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) -coated Ag NPs (‚PVPS-
Ag NPs‛ and ‚PVPL-Ag NPs‛) acquired from NanoAmor [116], and gum arabic (GA)-
coated Ag NPs ( ‚GA5-Ag NPs‛, ‚GA22- Ag NPs‛) [141]. Also two additional PVP-coated 
particles (‚PVP8-Ag NPs‛, and ‚PVP38-Ag NPs‛) were manufactured. Silver nitrate and 
sodium borohydride were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. PVP with molecular weights 
(MW) 10,000 and 55,000, and ethylene glycol were acquired from Fisher 
Scientific. Ultrapure water (Barnstead Nanopure Diamond) was used in all syntheses. To 
synthesize the PVP-coated 8 nm Ag NPs (PVP8-Ag NPs), 1.5 g of PVP (MW 10,000) was 
dissolved in 280 mL of water in an Erlenmeyer flask. 9 mL of 0.1 M silver nitrate was 
added, and the solution was stirred for 5 min before adding 11 mL of ice-cold sodium 
borohydride (0.08 M) all at once.  The PVP-stabilized silver nanoparticles were 
centrifuged for 3 h at 112,000x g (Beckman Optima L-100XP equipped with a Type 45 Ti 
rotor).  The precipitate, containing the 8 nm Ag nanoparticles, was resuspended in 
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water. There was no detectable effect of the molecular weight of PVP on toxicity when 
comparing 8 nm PVP-coated Ag NPs with either 10K or 55K PVP (data not shown).  
To synthesize the PVP-coated 38 nm Ag NPs (PVP38-Ag NPs), 20 g of PVP (MW 
55,000) was dissolved in 50 mL of ethylene glycol. The solution was transferred to a 
round-bottom flask equipped with a condenser, 1.5 g of silver nitrate was added, and 
the mixture was stirred at room temperature.  Once silver nitrate was dissolved, the 
solution was heated in an oil bath to 120ºC for 24 h.  The PVP-stabilized silver 
nanoparticles were then removed from heat, diluted 1:10 with water, and purified by 
dialysis (Optiflux F200NR Fresenius Polysulfone Dialyzer, Fresenius Medical Care) [142, 
143]. 
The syntheses of GA5 and GA22 were described by Yin et al [141]. The 
morphology and particle size distributions of PVP and GA-coated Ag NPs were 
determined using a Tecnai G2 Twin transmission electron microscopy (FEI, Hillsboro, 
OR) at acceleration voltages of 160 kV and 200kV, respectively. Samples were prepared 
by placing a drop of the nanoparticle suspension on a standard copper grid and drying 
at room temperature. The UV-Vis absorbance spectra of nanoparticles were acquired 
using a Cary 500 scan UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer (Varian, CA). Hydrodynamic 
diameters of the particles were quantified by dynamic light scattering (DLS) conducted  
with an ALV-CGS 3 compact goniometer system (ALV-GmbH, Germany) using a 
helium-neon laser (λ = 632.8 nm) scattered at 90˚.  
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2.2.3 COPAS Biosort flow sorting system and growth assay  
All of the experiments described in this chapter used L1 stage larvae (‚L1s‛) 
obtained via bleaching and overnight hatch of embryos in the absence of food to obtain 
age-matched individuals [144, 145]. Starved L1s were manually transferred into the 
sample cup of a COPAS Biosort (Union Biometrica Inc., Somerville, MA, USA) and 
diluted to ~1 nematode/µL [146, 147] in Moderately Hard Reconstituted H2O (‚EPA 
water‛) [148].  Fifty L1s individuals were dispensed into each well of a 96-well plate 
with dosing solution and UVC-inactivated bacteria, as previously described [116]. All 
COPAS Biosort measurements were made with the following parameters: EXT signal 
gain=4, EXT integral gain = 1.6, EXT threshold=20, and TOF minimum 18.  
Silver nitrate (Sigma) was used as a positive control for ionic silver toxicity. In 
the growth assay, I also co-exposed with either trolox (a water soluble vitamin E 
analogue, Aldrich Chemical Co., Milwaukee, WI) or N-Acetylcysteine (NAC) (Sigma 
Chemical Company, St. Louis, MO). Target concentrations of each Ag NP and AgNO3 
were achieved by dilution of stock solution (prepared in ddH2O), using EPA water. The 
volume of stock solution added was balanced by addition of the same volume of 2X EPA 
water to ensure a final ionic strength equivalent to EPA water (1X). From day 0-2, 50 µL 
of Ag NP dosing solution was added to each well (i.e., the dosing solution was only 2-
fold higher than the final exposure solution when it was added to an equal volume of 
growth medium with nematodes). On Day 0, the dosing solution was twice the desired 
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concentration to account for the 50 µL that was added to each well with dispensed 
worms. Before dosing solution was added to the wells, I added 30 µL UVC-inactivated 
bacteria to the 1.5 ml dosing solution on day 1, 60 µL on day 2, and 120 µL on day 3. 
Every day, plates with exposed nematodes were aspirated using the COPAS Biosort 
[149]. Time of flight (TOF) and extinction (EXT) measurements were acquired for each 
individual when dispensing and aspirating. However, since previous work has 
demonstrated that nematode curling during their passage through the flow cell of the 
COPAS Biosort results in higher variability of TOF than EXT values [146], EXT values 
were used for our analyses.   
2.2.4 Quantification of Ag NP properties and dissolved silver in exposure 
medium  
Barnstead Nanopure-grade water (>17.8 MΩ-cm, Sigma Aldrich) was used to 
prepare all reagents and samples for measurements of Ag NP hydrodynamic diameter, 
electrophoretic mobility (and ζ-potential), and dissolved silver and N-acetyl cysteine 
(NAC). Trace-metal grade HNO3 was used to adjust the pH of solutions. Ultrahigh 
purity nitrogen was utilized to degas reagent water for the NAC stock solutions. 
Borosilicate glass containers for reagents were acid cleaned by an overnight soak in 1 N 
HCl followed by three rinses with Nanopure water.  
The hydrodynamic diameter of the Ag NPs was quantified by diluting an aliquot 
of the Ag NP stock suspension in EPA water to reach a final silver concentration ranging 
from 20 to 46 μΜ Ag. A subset of the solutions contained 123 μM NAC. This NAC 
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concentration was 2 times higher than that used in the toxicity test exposure, due to the 
fact that most Ag NP concentrations in this characterization were higher than the dosing 
concentrations. Size and ζ potential of Ag NPs were analyzed by dynamic light 
scattering (DLS) (Malvern Zetasizer). Experiments with PVP-coated nanoparticles were 
prepared in glass containers and transferred to a 1-cm glass cuvette before analysis with 
DLS. The intensity-weighted average hydrodynamic diameter of the colloids was 
quantified over time using incident light (λ= 633 nm) scattered at 173°. Electrophoretic 
mobility at 25°C (Malvern Zetasizer) was measured in triplicate after one h in 
suspension. Zeta potential was calculated from the electrophoretic mobility based on the 
Smoluchowski equation [150].  
Dissolution of silver and adsorption of NAC on Ag NPs were quantified to 
investigate how toxicity might be related to silver ion release from the NPs, and whether 
NAC was sorbing to the particles and influencing aggregation. Batch experiments were 
carried out by suspending Ag NPs in EPA water with or without NAC under ambient 
laboratory conditions. Replicates of the suspensions were incubated at room 
temperature for 1, 5, and 24 hr. At each time point, a sample replicate was sacrificed for 
filtration using a 0.025 µm membrane filter (VSWP Millipore) inserted in a glass vacuum 
filtration apparatus. The filtered samples were acidified with 2% v/v HNO3 and 0.5 v/v 
% HCl and allowed to digest at room temperature for at least one day prior to silver 
concentration quantification by ICP-MS. NAC concentration was measured in the filtrate 
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by derivatization with DTNP and quantification by reverse phase high performance 
liquid chromatography (Varian ProStar) [151, 152]. In all Ag NP solutions, at least 65% 
of the initial NAC was observed in the water after filtration (Fig. 2), and in all cases, the 
nominally dissolved NAC concentration (i.e. in filtered water) was greater than the 
nominally dissolved Ag concentration.  
Control experiments were performed to confirm that free NAC, Ag+, and Ag-
NAC complexes were not sorbing to the filters. In these experiments, two solutions 
comprising 123 µM NAC and 37 µM AgNO3+123 µM NAC in EPA water were filtered 
with the 0.025 µm membrane filters. A third solution consisting of 1.85 µM AgNO3 in a 
NaHCO3 (pH 8.3) was also prepared as the Ag+ control.  The percentage of total NAC 
quantified in the filtrate was 96.9% in the NAC-only mixture and 92.3% in the 
AgNO3+NAC mixture. The recovery of total silver in the AgNO3-bicarbonate mixture 
and AgNO3+NAC mixture were 94.1% and 96.1%, respectively. The efficiency of the 
filtration system to remove particles was also tested by quantifying the retention of 
silver after filtration of Ag NP stock solutions. Filtration of the stocks resulted in 
removal of 99.7%, 79.5%, 99.4%, 89.7%, and 95.6% of total silver from CIT-Ag NPs, GA5-, 
GA22-, PVP8-, and PVP38-Ag NP stock suspensions, respectively. Although the monomer 
diameters for some of our stock suspensions were below the nominal filter pore size, 
particles were probably aggregated to some extent since hydrodynamic diameters 
(quantified by DLS) were greater than monomer diameter (quantified by TEM) for all 
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particles. Hydrophobic or electrostatic interactions between particles and the mixed 
cellulose esters hydrophilic membrane may have also contributed to retention of 
particles during filtration.  
2.2.5 Quantification of NAC, borate, PVP, and citrate concentrations 
in exposure medium  
 A stock solution of 15 mM N-acetyl-L-cysteine (NAC) was prepared in 
degassed water and stored at 4C. The NAC stock solution was utilized within three 
weeks of preparation. Reagents for NAC quantification included 2,2’-dithiobis(5-
nitropyridine) (DTNP) dissolved in acetonitrile and 0.5 M sodium acetate buffer 
dissolved in water and adjusted to pH 6. HPLC-grade solvents were utilized for all 
reagents. Citrate was measured in 10 mM NaOH eluent with a DIONEX DX-120 ion 
chromatographer equipped with an AS11 column and AG11 guard column (refer to the 
next section for more details). Borate was measured in digestions of centrifugation-
purified PVP8 stock (4081 ppm) suspension diluted to 10 and 50 ppm Ag, using 
inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (Teledyne Leeman Labs 
Prism High Dispersion ICP Spectrometer) and sodium tetraborate decahydrate as a 
standard. The limit of detection was 0.1 ppm (9.2 μΜ). Boron was undetectable in the 10 
ppm Ag preparations, and detectable but unquantifiable (< 0.1 ppm) in the 50 ppm 
samples. This corresponds to a molar ratio of at least 50:1 of Ag to B in the stock and 
dosing solutions. PVP concentrations in stock solutions were measured via total organic 
carbon analysis (Shimadzu TOC-5050A Total Organic Carbon Analyzer), and were 11% 
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by mass in the PVP38 stock vs 23% by mass in the PVP8 stock. It has been previously 
shown that these levels of PVP do not inhibit nematode growth [116]. 
Dissolved citrate in the CIT-Ag NP suspensions was quantified by diluting the 
stock solution to approximately 30 µM total silver in pH 7.5 water (buffered with 7 mM 
NaHCO3). Replicates of this solution were sacrificed for total silver measurements by 
acidifying with 50% HNO3. For ICP-MS analysis, the acidified sample was further 
diluted in 2% HNO3 and 0.5% % HCl before injection into the instrument.  For citrate 
analysis, filtered samples were not modified and were directly measured by ion 
chromatography (Dionex) fitted with an anion exchange column (Dionex AS11 and 
AG11 guard column), conductivity detector, and a mobile phase comprising of 10 mM 
NaOH degassed with helium.  
2.2.6 Equilibrium speciation calculations  
 
Dissolved Ag(I) speciation in the experimental matrices was calculated using 
MINEQL+ (v. 4.5) [153]. Calculations were performed for total silver Ag(I) 
concentrations between 0.01 and 10 µM dissolved in EPA water at pH 7.6 and 25°C. 
Cerargyrite AgCl(s) was supersaturated at the highest silver concentration (>5 µM), but 
precipitation was not considered in the calculation. Thermodynamic equilibrium 
constants in the MINEQL+ database and NIST database [154] were used for the 
calculations. The constant for the dissolved silver-citrate complex was estimated based 
on correlations between Ag+- and Hg2+-carboxylate complexes (Fig. 3). Formation 
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constants for the Ag-NAC complex were estimated based on published values for other 
Ag-thiolate complexes [155].  
2.2.7 Equilibrium calculations of dissolved silver speciation  
 
Silver(+I) speciation in the culture media was estimated using MINEQL+ (v. 4.5) 
[156] . All thermodynamic equilibrium constants used in the calculation were those 
listed in the MINEQL+ database. Protonation constants for citrate were obtained from 
the Smith and Martell reference database [157].  The formation constant for the silver-
citrate complex was not found in the literature. Thus, the constant for this complex was 
calculated based on correlations between the Ag+-carboxylate and Hg2+-carboxylate 
complexes (Fig. 3). Assuming the formation equation for the Hg-citrate complex [9]: 
 
 Hg2+ + citrate3-  Hg(citrate)-  K = 1012.2 (1) 
We estimated that the equilibrium constant for the Ag(citrate)2- complex is 
approximately 104 (Fig. S12). 
The following stability constant was used for the formation of the Ag-NAC 
complex: 
 Ag+ + R-S-  Ag-S-R K  1012  (2) 
where in Eq. 2, R-S- is the deprotonated thiolate group of NAC. The stability 
constant K was estimated based on K values ranging from 1011.9 to 1012.4 for other 
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deprotonated thiolate ligands including cysteine, penicillamine, glutathione, and 
mercaptoproprionate [158, 159]. 
2.2.6 Silver speciation by X-ray absorption spectroscopy  
Silver K-edge (25.514 KeV) XANES experiments (X-ray absorption near edge 
structure) were acquired at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF, France) 
on the FAME beamline (BM30b) with Si(220) monochromator crystals [160, 161]. 
Samples were cooled to a temperature close to that of liquid Helium (around 10 K) 
during spectra acquisition into fluorescence mode using a multichannel fluorescence 
detector. Two samples were analyzed: bacteria alone and C. elegans (age-synchronized 
L1s) incubated with bacteria, both exposed to 1.2 µM AgNO3 in EPA water. After 48 hrs, 
both bacteria and nematodes were rinsed 3 times with EPA water and centrifuged at 
2200 and 5000 rpm for nematodes and bacteria, respectively. Samples were freeze-dried, 
homogenized, mixed with boron nitride, and pressed into thin pellets for XANES 
analysis. 4 scans were collected for each sample. The XANES data were obtained after 
performing standard procedures for pre-edge subtraction and normalization using the 
iFEFFit software package [162]. 
2.2.6 Statistical analysis  
Data from the Biosort for each aspiration time was graphed as a scatterplot 
between TOF and EXT, which are highly correlated values (Fig. 4). As other COPAS 
toxicology researchers suggested, EXT values are preferable because nematode curling 
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leads to greater variability in TOF values [146, 163]. Therefore, we used EXT values for 
graphical presentation and statistical analysis. To exclude measurements of objects other 
than nematodes (e.g., Ag NP aggregates), values were deleted if they deviated by >one 
standard deviation at that EXT value from the TOF vs EXT plots for an entire dataset (all 
doses and strains) on a given day. As an additional quality-control criterion, 
measurements that were less than the mean measurement of the previous day minus 
one standard deviation (which would represent negative growth) were deleted. EXT 
values were normalized to the control nematodes of a given strain since some strains 
grow more slowly than N2. We used R (SAS institute) to carry out data plotting and the 
non-parametric Wilcoxon rank sum test, with p < 0.05 considered statistically significant.  
2.3 Results  
2.3.1 Characterization of Ag NPs  
Toxicity experiments were performed for 7 different Ag NPs. Except for PVPS 
and PVPL, all nanomaterials were synthesized in our laboratory. All of the tested Ag 
NPs were composed of Ag0, roughly spherical and polydisperse in purified water (Fig. 
5). Monomer diameters (mean particle size ± standard deviation; median with 10th and 
90th percentiles) were measured by ImageJ from TEM images (n>=100) and are shown in 
Table 1.  
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2.3.2 Dependence of toxicity on medium type  
As indicated in Table 2, Ag NP toxicity in the moderately hard reconstituted 
water (‚EPA water‛) was higher than in K+ medium, which has a much higher ionic 
strength. Control measurements were made in EPA water and K+ medium, and when 
the two control groups are observed at the same experimental trial, there is no detectable 
difference between them. Toxicity was measured as growth inhibition over a 3-day 
period, with size on each day quantified as the optical density (extinction, ‚EXT‛) of the 
nematodes, using a COPAS BioSort. We calculated the dose of Ag NPs causing 50% 
growth inhibition (EC50) compared to the control with no silver treatment (Fig. 6), and 
the ‚threshold lethal dose‛ corresponding to the lowest observed concentration of Ag 
NPs leading to 100% mortality of nematodes within 24 hrs. The EC50 values and 
threshold lethal doses for each nanomaterial were 1.5 to 12 times greater in K+ medium 
than in EPA water. For the dissolved AgNO3 treatment, the EC50 value and threshold 
lethal dose were 100 times greater in K+ medium than in EPA water. K+ medium has 
1600 times more chloride content than EPA water and 10 and 3.5 times the level of Ca2+ 
and Mg2+, respectively. Differences in Cl-, Ca2+, Mg2+ and HCO32- levels can affect 
dissolution and alter the electrostatic surface properties of Ag NPs, which can affect the 
aggregation state of the particles in suspension [116, 136, 164]. Furthermore, counter ions 
such as chloride are capable of binding Ag+ to form aqueous Ag-chloride complexes, 
some of which are less bioavailable to the organisms [165]. These differences likely 
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explain the fact that Ag NP toxicity was significantly higher in EPA water than K+ 
medium for all Ag NPs. The subsequent mechanistic analyses described in this chapter 
were carried out in EPA water.  
2.3.3 Dependence of toxicity on dissolved Ag and independence from size or 
surface charge  
Particle size may affect not only oxidative release of dissolved silver from Ag 
NPs [166, 167], but also Ag NP reactivity due to a higher mass-normalized rate constant 
of surface ROS generation in nano-size than micro-size particles [125, 126, 168]. These 
effects result from the increase of the specific surface area of the particles when their 
sizes decrease [169, 170]. Other researchers have reported that smaller particles 
(measured by TEM) were more toxic on a mass basis than larger particles that were 
otherwise similar [33, 125], a generalization that did not hold entirely in our 
experiments, even with particles of the same coating (Fig. 7A). For instance, PVP8-Ag 
NPs had a smaller monomer size and lower ζ-potential than PVP38-Ag NPs, 
characteristics that, based on work with microbes, would point to higher toxicity for 
PVP8 [50]. However, we found that PVP38 was twice as toxic as PVP8-Ag NPs in EPA 
water. Overall, while ζ-potentials were all negative with the different particle sizes and 
coatings (Fig. 8), there was no obvious correlation between ζ-potential and toxicity. 
Rather, our data suggested that other factors contributed to toxicity, particularly fraction 
dissolved silver (defined as the amount of silver in solution after filtration with a 0.025 
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µm filter) (Figs. 7B and 7C). There was a clear inverse linear relationship (r2 = 0.89) 
between dissolved silver and toxicity (Fig. 7C), with GA5-Ag NPs being the most toxic 
Ag NP with the highest dissolved silver concentration (comparable to AgNO3), and CIT-
Ag NPs being the least toxic with the lowest dissolved silver. The same relationship was 
observed when dissolved silver concentration rather than fraction dissolved silver after 
24 h was plotted on the x axis (r2  =0.81). The dissolved silver associated with PVP38-Ag 
NPs in EPA water was twice that of PVP8-Ag NPs (with the same initial total silver 
concentration) (Fig.7B). Therefore, smaller particle size was not necessarily correlated 
with more dissolved silver, but the dissolved silver concentration at 24 hr was directly 
linked to differences in toxicity (Fig. 7C). For GA-coated Ag NPs, suspensions with the 
smaller particles had much higher dissolved silver concentration (25.7% of the total 
silver) than the suspensions with the larger GA-coated Ag NPs (2.7% of the total silver 
was dissolved) (Fig.7B). Moreover, the fraction of dissolved silver in the AgNO3 
treatment was similar to the GA5-Ag NP suspension possibly due to supersaturation and 
precipitation of cerargyrite AgCl(s) when AgNO3 was added to EPA water at 
concentrations greater than 5 µM (Fig. 9). PVP8-Ag NPs and CIT-Ag NPs contained only 
1.6% and 0.1% dissolved silver, respectively, and were less toxic than the other silver 
treatments.  
The average hydrodynamic diameters measured in all Ag NP suspensions were 
larger than the monomer diameters recorded by TEM, indicating that the Ag NPs were 
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aggregated when they were suspended in EPA water. There was some correlation 
between aggregation and toxicity, with the least toxic Ag NP (CIT-Ag NPs) also 
aggregating during the course of the exposure period (Fig.7D). Thus the reduced toxicity 
of CIT- Ag NP may be attributable to the formation of aggregates and a subsequent 
decrease of available surface area for dissolution. However, since there was no 
measureable aggregation of the other particles, it was not possible to formally correlate 
the aggregation state with toxicity. In addition, there is uncertainty regarding the 
importance of aggregation and settling in determining exposure in the context of an 
organism such as C. elegans that feeds on bacteria and large particles that have settled to 
the bottom of the water column, and processes food by pharyngeal grinding.  
2.3.4 Coating effects on dissolution and toxicity  
The smallest Ag NPs (CIT-, PVP8- and GA5-Ag NPs) were similar in size, with 
mean monomer diameters of < 10 nm, yet were not similar in degree of toxicity: GA5-Ag 
NPs was ~9-fold more toxic than PVP8-Ag NPs, which in turn was ~3-fold more toxic 
than CIT-Ag NPs. Because the sizes were so similar, we attribute the difference in 
toxicity to surface coating. As discussed previously, this may relate in part to dissolution 
(Fig. 7B). In addition, we hypothesized that the citrate used as a coating in the CIT-Ag 
NPs might be protective via chelation that might reduce availability of dissolved silver. 
We assessed this possibility via speciation modeling and toxicity testing. 
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First, we measured the amount of free citrate present in a filtered CIT-Ag NP 
stock and found that it comprised up to 10.8 ± 0.7 mmol free citrate per mmol of total 
Ag. Next, we modeled the effect that this amount of citrate would have on silver 
speciation (Fig. 9), and found that citrate significantly altered dissolved Ag(I) speciation, 
depending on relative proportions of dissolved Ag and citrate in EPA water.  
To empirically test the importance of Ag ion and citrate in CIT-Ag NP toxicity, 
we co-exposed CIT-Ag NPs (37.04 µM) with AgNO3 (1.18 µM). If the toxicity of CIT-Ag 
NP were only driven by Ag ion, we would expect that the addition of AgNO3 would 
increase toxicity. However, the combined toxicity was not statistically distinguishable 
from CIT-Ag NPs alone (data not shown). Based on our measurements of silver 
solubility of CIT-Ag NPs in EPA water (Fig. 7B) and free citrate, we estimated that the 
mixture contained 1.2 µM dissolved Ag and 400 µM dissolved citrate. Our speciation 
calculations supported the notion that free citrate complexed a large portion (42%) of 
dissolved Ag (Fig.9), which would partly explain the reduction of toxicity. Another 
reaction that could play a role but was not captured by our equilibrium calculations is 
sorption of Ag ions on citrate-coated particles, which might also lead to reduced 
bioavailability.   
2.3.5 Pharmacological rescue of Ag NP toxicity  
Our dissolved silver measurements supported a dominant role for ionic silver 
release as the mechanism for toxicity for many Ag NPs. Next we tested whether 
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pharmacological rescue experiments would support that result. Bioavailability of ionic 
silver can be reduced by binding to glutathione (GSH) or other thiol-containing proteins 
such as metallothionein [171]. We tested the ability of a chelating chemical (N-acetyl 
cysteine, NAC) and an ROS-scavenging chemical (trolox) to rescue the toxicity of Ag 
NPs. In addition to its role as a Ag+ chelator, NAC can also serve as an antioxidant. The 
concentrations of the rescue agents (61.3 µM NAC and 23 µM trolox) were chosen based 
on pilot studies that identified concentrations that were effective but showed no adverse 
effect when administered alone. The NAC molar concentration was in excess of the 
molar concentration of the silver, even assuming complete dissolution. 
Rescue was tested in wild-type (N2 strain) nematodes, using the EC50 of each Ag 
NP. NAC completely rescued the growth inhibition of all the tested Ag NPs and AgNO3. 
In contrast, partial rescue by trolox was observed in the following order of effect: CIT-
Ag NPs > PVP38-Ag NPs > GA22-Ag NPs, and no rescue by trolox was observed for PVP8-
Ag NPs, GA5-Ag NPs or AgNO3 (Figs. 10A, B, E). The trolox-mediated rescue of CIT-Ag 
NP toxicity was only slightly less than that of NAC. Trolox or NAC alone had no effect 
on nematode growth compared to controls.  
2.3.6 Physicochemical identification of an effect of NAC and trolox on 
dissolution, aggregation, and ion chelation but not surface properties  
The addition of NAC to NP suspensions increased the dissolved silver 
concentrations, by more than 10-fold in some cases (compare Fig. 11 to Fig. 7B). 
However, chemical equilibrium calculations of Ag(+I) speciation in the EPA water 
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matrix indicated that in a mixture of 30 µM NAC and dissolved Ag(+I) (ranging from 
0.01 to 10 µM), Ag-NAC complexes dominated dissolved Ag(+I) speciation (Fig. 9). We 
believe that the dominance of Ag-NAC species is applicable to our filtered Ag NP 
suspensions amended with NAC, in which the measured dissolved NAC concentrations 
were 91 to 120 µM and exceeded the silver concentrations (Fig. 2 and 11A). One 
potential confounding factor for our NAC rescue experiments would be sorption of 
NAC to the Ag nanoparticles. To explore the potential for NAC-Ag NP interaction, we 
measured both the hydrodynamic diameter (Fig. 11B) and ζ-potential of all Ag NPs with 
and without NAC (Fig. 8). No significant changes in electrophoretic mobility (and ζ-
potential) were detected (Figs. 8A and 8B). Furthermore, the addition of NAC did not 
change the average hydrodynamic diameter of most Ag NPs. The exceptions were CIT-
Ag NPs and PVP8-Ag NPs. NAC reduced the aggregation rate of CIT-Ag NPs (compare 
Fig. 11B to Fig. 7D), possibly due to adsorption of NAC on Ag NP surfaces, based on the 
fact that less dissolved NAC was measured in the CIT-Ag NP suspensions compared to 
other Ag NPs (Fig. 2). The addition of NAC to the PVP8-Ag NPs suspensions resulted in 
the opposite effect, causing aggregation of the nanoparticles (compare Figure 11B to Fig. 
7D), although the reasons for this are not clear. Overall, the effects of NAC on toxicity 
were best explained by chelation of Ag+ and the reduction of bioavailable forms of 
silver. This interpretation is supported empirically by the fact that NAC completely 
rescued AgNO3 toxicity (Fig. 10). 
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Trolox is a polycarboxylate compound that can potentially bind Ag+ ions in 
solution. Binding constants were not found in the literature or thermodynamic 
databases, so we could not directly calculate the potential for silver binding by trolox. 
However, if another polycarboxylate ligand, citrate, was used to estimate potential 
binding of Ag+ by trolox, then the presence of 23 µM citrate (the concentration of trolox 
in rescue experiments) was not sufficient to alter dissolved silver speciation (Fig. 9). Our 
model predicted that the trolox added in our rescue experiments did not affect silver 
speciation and only served as a ROS scavenger. This prediction was consistent with our 
result that trolox could not rescue AgNO3 toxicity (Fig. 10). 
2.3.7 Analysis of the mechanism of Ag NP toxicity via genetic approaches  
We further tested mechanisms of Ag NP toxicity with a third set of experiments 
comparing the effects of different Ag NPs on mutant and wild-type (N2) nematodes. 
This genetic approach was based on the toxicological importance of specific genes in 
mediating the vulnerability to Ag NPs. For example, nematodes lacking DNA repair 
capacity are more vulnerable than N2 nematodes to exposures that cause DNA damage 
[147, 172] . Since we wished to test the roles of oxidative stress and metal ions in 
mediating toxicity, we chose two oxidant-sensitive (sod-3 and mev-1) and two metal-
sensitive (mtl-2 and pcs-1) mutants. The mev-1 mutant carries a mutation in a succinate 
dehydrogenase subunit that renders it highly susceptible to oxidative stress [173, 174]. 
The sod-3 nematodes are deficient in one of the two C. elegans mitochondrial superoxide 
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dismutases and are oxidative stress-sensitive [175]. The mtl-2 strain lacks one of the two 
metallothionein genes and is sensitive to multiple metals [176-178]. The pcs-1 nematodes 
lack phytochelatin synthase, an enzyme that synthesizes a poly-glutathione cysteine-rich 
peptide with strong metal-chelating capacity, and are more sensitive than mtl-2 mutants 
to many metals [179]. 
We selected doses for the more toxic Ag NPs (PVP8-, PVP38-, CIT-, GA5- and 
GA22-Ag NPs) at which an intermediate level of growth inhibition (30-50%) was induced 
in N2s, such that increased susceptibility in mutant strains would be detectable if 
present. Metal-chelating mutants were more sensitive to ionic silver and all Ag NPs 
(Table 3), while oxidative stress-sensitive mutants were more sensitive only to PVP38-, 
CIT-, and GA22-Ag NPs (Fig. 12).  
2.3.8 Combined mutant and pharmacological rescue analysis confirms the 
role of Ag
+
 in CIT-Ag NP toxicity  
While our mutant experiments supported a role for Ag ions in CIT-Ag NP 
toxicity, our pharmacological rescue results were equivocal: the difference in rescue by 
trolox and NAC was small and statistically marginal (p=0.044, compared to p<0.001 for 
all other Ag NPs). To further confirm the Ag ion-mediated effect in CIT-Ag NP toxicity, 
we used the metal ion-sensitive mutant pcs-1 to test its pharmacological rescue. Since 
pcs-1 was the most susceptible strain tested, we reduced the dosing concentration of 
CIT-Ag NPs to 18.5µM (compared to 37 µM in N2s). Most nematodes died by 24 h post 
exposure, while no mortality was observed when nematodes were co-exposed with 
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either trolox (23 µM) or NAC (61.3 µM). However, trolox only rescued mortality but not 
growth, so the nematodes arrested at the L2 stage, while NAC not only rescued 
mortality but also restored nematode growth to control levels (Fig. 13). Thus, CIT-Ag 
NPs do exert toxicity via release of ions, although this effect is less important than for 
PVP8-, PVP38-, GA5- and GA22-Ag NPs. 
2.3.9 Complexation of silver ions in our experimental conditions  
All of the experiments described so far suggest that the most toxic Ag NPs were 
also the most soluble and therefore likely acted largely by releasing silver ions that bind 
to sulfhydryl groups associated with proteins and low molecular weight antioxidants 
such as glutathione. In contrast, the less-soluble Ag NPs also caused toxicity via 
oxidative stress. This pattern predicts that we should see a great deal of thiol binding of 
silver inside the C. elegans upon incubation of AgNO3. To test this hypothesis, we 
measured silver speciation through Ag K-edge XANES analysis on washed C. elegans 
individuals (or their bacterial food source) after they were incubated with AgNO3. The 
shape of the XANES spectra and the position of the edge are distinguishable for AgCl, 
Ag2O, AgNO3 or Ag2S compounds. Consequently, a change in the silver ions speciation 
after incubation with the nematodes or their food can be quantified using linear 
combination (LCF) of reference compounds. Obvious differences (a strong decrease of 
the white line intensity) are observed in the XANES spectra of the AgNO3 after 
interaction with the organisms. Using LCF, we conclude that 89 to 96% of the silver is 
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complexed with sulfur atoms in vivo while silver atoms are only surrounded by oxygen 
atoms before incubation (Fig. 14).  
2.4 Discussion 
The mechanism of Ag NP toxicity was dependent in these experiments on 
dissolved silver and surface coating. Three independent lines of evidence demonstrated 
that release of Ag+ contributed to the toxicity for all the tested Ag NPs, and was a major 
driver for the toxicity of many, including the most toxic (GA5-Ag NPs). A role for 
oxidative stress, presumably ‚nano-specific‛ generation of reactive oxygen species, was 
also supported, but only in the cases of larger or less toxic Ag NPs (PVP38-, CIT- and 
GA22-Ag NPs; Table 2), which were generally less soluble. These results demonstrated 
that both mechanisms of toxicity (dissolved Ag+ and oxidative stress) can occur with Ag 
NPs; however, in our experiments, the ROS mechanism was apparent only when 
dissolved silver is minimal. Our findings may explain the differing literature reports on 
the role of oxidative stress in Ag NP toxicity. Of note, while silver ion could in principal 
cause indirect oxidative stress via depletion of biological thiols such as glutathione [180], 
this was not a major mode of toxicity of silver ion in our experiments, as demonstrated 
both by the inability of trolox to rescue AgNO3 toxicity (Fig. 10), and by the lack of 
sensitivity to AgNO3 of the mev-1 and sod-3 strains (Table 3). Based on our EPA water 
results, the toxicity of Ag NPs could be conservatively estimated as no greater than the 
toxicity of an equivalent mass of dissolved silver. However, there were exceptions to this 
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in K+ medium (where overall toxicity was less), and other reports have identified greater 
toxicity associated with nanoparticulate Ag [125-129, 139, 178, 181]. It will be important 
to elucidate the reason for these differences. It is interesting to note that most studies 
that report that Ag NPs are more toxic than the equivalent mass of dissolved silver, or 
that generation of reactive oxygen species is a major driver for toxicity, are carried out in 
single-cell systems (either microbial or cell culture experiments) [125-129, 182], with 
some exceptions [141, 183]. On the other hand, most studies that report that Ag NPs 
cause toxicity largely via dissolution have been carried out in multicellular organisms 
[107, 111, 116].  
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Figure 2: Concentration of N-acetylcysteine (NAC) passing through a 0.025 mm filter 
in suspensions containing AgNO3 or Ag NPs (20 - 46 mM total silver) and 123 mM 
NAC added to EPA water. 
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Figure 3: Correlation between the formation constants of Ag+-carboxylate and Hg2+-
carboxylate complexes. 
Equilibrium constants were obtained from the Smith and Martell database (National 
Institute of Standards and Technology, 1993). Linear least-squares regression (denoted 
by solid line) of the data points was the following: log KAgL = 0.40×log KHgL + 0.96 (R2 = 
0.96).  
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Figure 4: EXT (extinction, which measures nematode optical density, a combination of 
width and opacity) and TOF (time of flight, a measurement of nematode length) were 
highly correlated in these experiments. 
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Figure 5: Shape and size distribution of silver nanoparticles. 
A-B) PVP8-Ag NPs; C-D) PVP38-Ag NPs; Sample images were obtained from 
transmission electron microscopy, and size distributions are based on the TEM pictures.  
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Figure 6: Comparison of dose-response relationships for all Ag NPs between K+ 
medium and EPA water. 
A) PVPs-Ag NPs (NanoAmor) in EPA water; B) PVPL-Ag NPs (NanoAmor) in EPA 
water; C) CIT-Ag NPs in EPA water; D) PVP8-Ag NPs in K+ medium; E) PVP8-Ag NPs in 
EPA water; F) PVP38-Ag NPs in K+ medium; G) PVP38-Ag NPs in EPA water; H) GA5-Ag 
NPs in K+ medium; I) GA5-Ag NPs in EPA water; J) GA22-Ag NPs in K+ medium; K) 
GA22-Ag NPs in EPA water. L) AgNO3 in EPA water. The asterisks indicate the 50% 
growth inhibition dose (EC50). 
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Figure 7: Physicochemical characteristics of various types of Ag NPs in EPA water and 
their correlation to toxicity profiles. 
(A) No relationship observed between the 50% effect concentration (EC50) and the 
diameter of the Ag NP monomers. (B) Fraction of total silver passing through a 0.025 µm 
filter after the silver nanoparticles and AgNO3 were mixed in EPA water for up to one 
day. The total silver concentration was different for each type of silver and ranged from 
30 to 50 µM. (C) Correlation between EC50 values of the silver treatments and the 
fraction of the total silver that was dissolved at 24 h. D) Average light intensity-weighted 
hydrodynamic diameters of silver nanoparticles in EPA water. Data points represent the 
average ± 1 standard deviation of replicates (n = 3). The error bars corresponding to the 
EC50 values are smaller than the symbols. 
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Figure 8: Electrophoretic mobility of Ag NP suspensions in EPA water 
(A) without NAC; and (B) with 123 µM NAC. 
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Figure 9: Effect of citrate and NAC on dissolved Ag(I) speciation, based on 
equilibrium speciation models. 
Calculations were performed for 10-8 to 10-5 M total dissolved silver and resulted in the 
same proportions of dissolved silver speciation for each case tested: EPA water only, 
EPA water with 23 mM citrate, with 400 mM citrate, and with 400 mM citrate + 30 mM 
NAC.  The speciation modeling suggests that AgCl(s) ceragyrite was supersaturated at 
total silver concentrations exceeding 5 mM. Moreover, toxicity rescue experiments with 
the addition of 30 mM NAC resulted in chelation of dissolved Ag(I) while the addition 
of 23 mM trolox did not significantly change silver speciation (assuming that trolox 
binds to Ag+ with an affinity similar to other polycarboxylates such as citrate).  
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Figure 10: Pharmacological rescue of Ag NP toxicity 
A) 0.6 µM AgNO3 as a positive control; B) 37 µM (total silver) citrate-coated Ag NPs; 
C) 4.6 µM PVP8; D) 4.6 µM PVP38; E) 0.8 µM GA5; F) 2.8 µM GA22. Rescue by trolox 
is an indicator of the biological effects caused by reactive oxygen species (ROS), 
while rescue by NAC indicates the effects were caused by ROS and/or ionic silver. 
This figure showed the Effect from the addition of 61.5 µM NAC and 23 µM trolox to 
suspensions that contained total silver corresponding to EC50 values. Boxplots show 
the 10%, 25%, median, 75% and 90% quantiles of EXT (extinction; a proxy for 
nematode size) values 72 h post exposure. Asterisks indicate statistically significant 
differences compared to the Ag NPs alone. The data points are combined from 3 to 4 
replicate experiments. 
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Figure 11: Effect of NAC on physicochemical properties of Ag NPs. 
(A) Dissolved silver concentration; (B) Light intensity-weighted hydrodynamic diameter 
as quantified by dynamic light scattering.  All suspensions consisted of 20 - 46 mM silver 
in EPA water and 123 mM NAC.  
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Figure 12: Toxicity of all Ag NPs in metal and oxidant-sensitive mutants. 
A) Control; B) AgNO3 (positive control); C) PVP8-Ag NPs; D) PVP38-Ag NPs; E) CIT-Ag 
NPs; F) GA5-Ag NPs; G) GA22-Ag NPs. Data presented as the EXT values (a proxy for 
size) 72 h post exposure.   
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Figure 13: Pharmacological rescue by trolox and NAC in the pcs-1 mutant (metal-
sensitive). NAC was more effective than trolox at rescuing toxicity mediated by CIT- 
Ag NPs. A) Control, trolox only and NAC only; B) CIT-Ag NPs rescued by trolox and 
NAC. 
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Figure 14: Experimental XANES spectra at the Ag K-edge of AgNO3 incubated in EPA 
water with C. elegans (fed with bacteria) and the bacteria alone (left). 
The experimental data were fitted using linear combination (LCF) of XANES spectra of 
AgNO3, Ag2S, Ag2O, and AgCl reference compounds. The results of the LCF are 
presented in the table and the curve showing the derivative of the fitted and 
experimental normalized absorbance (right). [AgNO3] = 1.2M.  
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Table 2: Mean size of Ag NP monomers as determined by transmission electron microscopy 
and 50% growth inhibition doses (EC50) (in wild type) and threshold lethal dose (minimum 
observed dose causing 100% lethality within 24 hrs) of tested Ag NPs and AgNO3 in K
+
 
medium and EPA water. 
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Table 3: Mutant sensitivity analysis of all Ag NPs and AgNO3. “+” indicates basal 
sensitivity of N2s, and “++” indicates increased sensitivity. 
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3. In vivo study of the role of endocytosis and lysosomal 
function in silver nanoparticle uptake and toxicity in 
Caenorhabditis elegans 
3.1 Introduction 
As one of the most commonly used metal nanoparticles 
(www.nanotechproject.org), silver nanoparticle (Ag NP) uptake [76, 184-186] and 
toxicity have been explored extensively both in vitro and in vivo [76, 187-189], and 
intracellular uptake of NPs is important to NP toxicity [76, 94]. NPs are internalized into 
cells [190-192] and subsequently sorted into lysosomes [193, 194]. NPs have been widely 
used as drug delivery vehicles, e.g., Poly (Glycerol-Adipate), specifically targeting brain 
tumor cells, instead of normal brain cells [195]. Ag NPs crossed both the blood-brain 
barrier and blood-testis barrier in rats with low clearance rate, resulting in brain and 
testis retention of Ag NPs [196]. Mechanisms and kinetics of NP uptake are dependent 
on NP surface chemistry [185, 197, 198] and shape [199], as well as cell type [192].  
3.1.1 Intracellular trafficking in Caenorhabditis elegans  
Recent studies suggested that endocytosis was an important mechanism for 
intracellular NP uptake [199-202]. There are two major types of endocytosis, receptor-
mediated (clathrin-mediated [203] and caveolae-mediated [204]) and non-receptor-
mediated (macropinocytosis [205] and phagocytosis [206]). Receptor-mediated 
endocytosis begins with bud formation, followed by activities of protein adaptors 
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(linking formed vesicles to the membrane) and ending with the scission of endocytic 
vesicles from the interior aspect of the membrane [207].  
3.1.2 Endocytosis as the mechanism of in vitro Ag NP uptake  
Extensive in vitro studies showed that endocytosis was the major mechanism 
underlying the cellular uptake of Ag NPs [202, 208, 209], which was directly associated 
with cytotoxicity [210]. Ag NP uptake was altered through modification of surface 
functionalizations [210]. Uptake of gold nanoparticles has been visualized inside 
endocytic vesicles within a range of liver cell types [211]. Supporting the role of 
endocytosis in NP internalization, electron-dense Ag NPs (confirmed by EDX for the Ag 
peak) were associated with endocytic pits proximal to the apical membrane [212]. 
Cellular uptake of quantum dots was detected in a progression from early endosomes to 
late endosomes or lysosomes [90]. Endothelial cell uptake of iron oxide, titanium dioxide 
and silica NPs was confirmed via detection in both endosomes and lysosomes [194], and 
accumulation in lysosomes can cause impairment of lysosomal degradation capacity 
[129, 213]. 
In vitro studies of Ag NP uptake showed that their toxicity was dependent on 
both clathrin-mediated endocytosis and macropinocytosis [214]. However, in vivo 
investigations of endocytosis in Ag NP uptake were quite limited, and the majority of 
uptake studies were focused on biodistribution (mostly through visualization and 
quantification) [215].  
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3.1.3 Lysosomal function and nanoparticle toxicity 
 Lysosomes are the cellular sites where fluid flow converges intracellularly for 
degradation. There are two routes of lysosomal pathway: the first route is from early to 
late endosomes culminating in fusion with lysosomes, and the second is through 
autophagy [216]. Lysosomes have been shown to be an important sink of NPs and 
several types of NPs were found to result in alterations of lysosomal function, e.g., 
lysosomal membrane integrity, lysosomal pH, activity of lysosomal sulfatases, etc. [217]. 
Acidic NPs were trafficked to lysosomes, and could lower lysosomal pH and restore the 
normal lysosomal function [193]. The acidic environment within lysosomal 
compartments may result in enhanced oxidation and ion release from NP cores [210]. 
3.1.4 Study goal 
To explore the role of endocytosis and lysosomal function in Ag NP uptake and 
toxicity in a multicellular organism in vivo, we used pharmacological inhibition and 
genetic manipulation of endocytosis and lysosomal function in C. elegans. C. elegans is a 
particularly useful model for these studies due to the availability of mutants and due to 
its well-differentiated, transparent body [98] which facilitates studies of uptake and 
tissue-specific effects [218]. We used both endocytosis inhibitors and endocytosis- and 
lysosome-related mutants to investigate the role of endocytosis and lysosomes in 
regulating in vivo responses to Ag NPs. Our results supported the hypothesis that 
endocytosis was important for Ag NP uptake in C. elegans, but also revealed a surprising 
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sensitivity to Ag NPs in lysosomal function mutants. This sensitivity was not observed 
after exposure to AgNO3, and thus constitutes a nanoparticle-specific effect.  
3.2 Materials and Methods  
3.2.1 C. elegans culture conditions  
C. elegans were cultured in petri dishes on K-agar seeded with OP50 strain 
Escherichia coli [140] to prepare the nematodes for liquid medium exposure, which was 
carried out in 96 well plates as previously described [116] except as detailed below. 
Strains N2 (wild-type Bristol), DH1201 (rme-1 deletion, outcrossed 2 times), DH1370 
(rme-6, point mutation, outcrossed 3 times), DH1206 (rme-8, point mutation, outcrossed 3 
times), GS2477 (cup-5, point mutation, outcrossed 3 times), JJ1271 (glo-1, point mutation) 
and  RB950 (cup-4 deletion) were obtained from the Caenorhabditis Genetics Center 
(CGC; Minneapolis, MN, USA).  
3.2.2 Nanoparticles and chemicals  
The citrate-functionalized Ag NPs (herein referred to as CIT-Ag NPs) were 
prepared using the same method as in our previous paper, with size distribution of 25 
nm ± 9 nm [219]. Chlorpromazine and phenothiazine were both purchased from Sigma 
Aldrich Co. (St. Louis, USA).  
3.2.3 C. elegans 24-h Lethality Test  
Young adult nematodes (46 hrs on OP50 plate at 20C after L1 synchronization, 
defined as fully developed and mature nematode with no eggs in the uterus yet) were 
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treated with Ag NPs in this assay. Nematodes were dispensed into a 96-well plate using 
the COPAS Biosort with EPA moderately hard reconstituted water (‚EPA water‛ 
hereafter) as the exposure medium (details previously described) [187]. No bacterial 
food was added to the dosing suspension. After 24 hrs, nematodes were examined for 
lethality. The criterion for lethality was a lack of movement for 15 sec after poking with a 
worm picker. Nematodes were scored blindly. 
3.2.3 C. elegans 96-h reproduction assay  
This assay was modified from a high-throughput reproduction assay protocol 
[220]. Synchronized L4 nematodes were dispensed in a 96-well plate, with 5 nematodes 
in each replicate well. On the day of dispensing, 120 µL (with bacteria cells concentrated 
to approximately 1* 1010 cells/ml) of UV-inactivated bacteria (UVRA strain) were added 
to the dosing solution (with a total volume of 1.5 ml) to ensure enough food for 48 h 
(details of dosing solution preparation in [51]). After 48 h, 10 µL of the UVRA was 
added to each dosing well to ensure enough food for another 48 h. After 96 h (assay 
duration), each dosing plate with exposed nematodes was aspirated using the COPAS 
Biosort, and offspring were counted.  
3.2.4 Total silver measurements  
For nematode silver content measurement, the exposed C. elegans (N2, rme-1, 
rme-6 and rme-8) were transferred to clean EPA water with food to allow the gut to clear 
for 2 h, and then centrifuged at 2200 rpm for 2 min, rinsed with EPA 3 times, and freeze-
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dried (Labconco, US) for 2 d. The freeze-dried samples were digested with concentrated 
nitric acid (70%, Fisher Scientific, US) at ~ 90 °C for 4 h. The digest was diluted with 
ultrapure water, held overnight at room temperature, and further diluted with mixed 
acid (2% HNO3 and 0.5% HCl) prior to ICP-MS analysis. 
3.2.4 Transmission Electron Microscopy  
We exposed nematodes in 24-well plates to ensure sufficient nematodes for 
fixation. Exposures used 24-well plates to ensure sufficient nematodes for fixation.  
Nematodes were from 24 h LC75’s  exposure groups of  AgNO3 or CIT-Ag NPs. High 
doses were chosen to increase probability of detecting Ag NPs using TEM and because 
lower doses, from earlier experiments failed to induce tissue damage, precluding 
possibility of identifying target tissues. After exposure, nematodes were initially fixed in 
osmium tetroxide (2% osmium tetroxide in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate buffer, pH 7.4) for 5 
min in an appropriate hood. This treatment resulted in death and fixation of all 
nematodes. Following 3X washes in sodium cacodylate buffer (0.1 M), nematodes were 
placed in secondary, aldehyde fixative, 4F: 1G [221] at 4 ºC. After 2 rinses in 0.1 M 
sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.2-7.4), samples were placed in 1% osmium tetroxide in 
the same buffer for 1 h at room temperature.  Samples were rinsed 2 times in distilled 
water, dehydrated in a series of increasing ethanol solutions followed by two changes of 
100% acetone. Tissues were then placed in a mixture of Spurr (2) resin and acetone (1:1) 
for 30 min, followed by 2 h in 2 changes of 100% resin.  Finally, samples were placed in 
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fresh 100% resin in molds and polymerized at 70 ºC for 8 h to 3 d.[222]  Semi-thin (0.5 
µm) sections were cut with glass knives and stained with 1% toluidine blue-O in 1% 
sodium borate. Ultrathin (70-90 nm) sections were cut with a diamond knife and initially 
examined with and without post-staining. After analysis showed sufficient detail 
without post-staining, all subsequent analyses were on non- stained sections.   
3.2.5 DIC Nomarski imaging  
In order to examine the effect of CIT-Ag NPs on vulval formation and 
reproductive apparatus, nematodes were dosed from L3 for 48 h (dosing as for the 
reproduction assay). DIC examination was focused on the reproductive apparatus 
especially the vulva area.  
3.2.6 Statistical analysis  
We used Microsoft Excel to carry out all the data plotting and R (SAS institute) to 
do the Kruskal-Wallis test and ANOVA, with p < 0.05 considered statistically significant. 
Processing of COPAS output (time of flight and extinction analysis) was previously 
described [51]. 
3.3 Results and Discussions 
3.3.1 Uptake of Ag NPs in C. elegans 
Silver toxicity has been extensively investigated in multiple organisms, 
suggesting that Ag NP toxicity could mainly be explained by oxidative dissolution and 
subsequent silver ion toxicity. Previous studies showed that AgNPs can be taken up by 
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bacteria [33] and multicellular organisms (e.g., gill, liver and kidney in rainbow trout) 
[223-225]. Uptake of other nanoparticles (not Ag NPs) has also been detected in C. 
elegans [226]. The purpose of examining Ag NP internalization in C. elegans was to assess 
the possibility that Ag NPs might exert a NP-specific effect. In specific, if Ag NP uptake 
was observed at a specific site or tissue type, and if this site of uptake co-localized with 
damage, a NP-specific effect would be supported. Cytoviva-based examination of 
hyperspectral images of C. elegans treated with Ag NPs detected intracellular uptake and 
intergenerational transfer of Ag NPs, mainly through ingestion and internalization by C. 
elegans. Intergenerational transfer was only observed after CIT-Ag NP exposure, and 
was detected in combination with a ‚bagging‛ effect (Fig. 15A, B), while PVP-
functionalized Ag NPs did not detectably induce either of the two effects. Metal 
nanoparticle formation from dissolved metal ions was indicated in some organisms 
[227], but we detected minimal Ag NP signal in AgNO3-exposed nematodes, at least 
under the conditions of our experiments. 
3.3.2 Effect of an endocytosis inhibitor on AgNO3 and Ag NP toxicity  
Chlorpromazine is an inhibitor of clathrin-mediated endocytosis [228]. At the 
dose we used, chlorpromazine alone did not cause worm mortality. AgNO3 was used as 
a positive control for ion effect. Chlorpromazine did not significantly alter AgNO3 
toxicity, but almost eliminated CIT-Ag NP-induced toxicity (Fig. 16A, B). This selective 
rescue of CIT-Ag NP toxicity, in combination with our previous results demonstrating 
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that CIT-Ag NPs caused NP-specific toxicity [51], supported the hypothesis that CIT-Ag 
NPs are taken up by endocytosis. We attempted similar experiments with 
phenothiazine, which is also an inhibitor of clathrin-mediated endocytosis. However, 
after mixing phenothiazine into the dosing solutions, white aggregates were formed, 
which confounded our ability to interpret the rescue effect that we observed in both Ag+ 
(lower concentrations) and CIT-Ag NP exposures (Fig. 17), since the rescue could have 
resulted from reduced exposure due to precipitation. Chlorpromazine did not cause 
precipitation in either AgNO3 or CIT-Ag NP dosing suspensions.  
3.3.3 Silver toxicity in endocytic trafficking and biogenesis deficient mutants  
In order to further understand the importance of endocytosis-related pathways 
in Ag NP uptake and associated toxicity, we used three endocytosis-deficient mutants 
(rme-1, rme-6, and rme-8) to complement the pharmacological inhibitor results. Ag NPs 
or small aggregates enter the cell through receptor-mediated endocytosis [229] resulting 
in incorporation into early endosomes, which become late endosomes and eventually 
fuse with lysosomes. rme-6 is required in endocytic trafficking from plasma membrane 
to endosomes, while both rme-1 and rme-8 modulate endocytic trafficking from early 
endosomes to late endosomes. cup-4 functions in fluid endocytosis by coelomocytes, cup-
5 is essential for late endosome-lysosome fusion and normal lysosomal degradation, and 
glo-1 is required in lysosome-related gut granules, lysosome biogenesis and 
regeneration. The roles of the mutants we used are presented schematically in Figure 18.  
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The acute toxicities (measured as mortality) of AgNO3 and CIT-Ag NPs were 
previously tested [219]. rme-1, rme-6 and rme-8 mutants were similar to N2 (wild-type 
strain) in sensitivity to AgNO3 (Fig. 19A): there were no significant differences among 
strains in AgNO3 toxicity (one-way ANOVA, p= 0.57). However, the rme-1 and rme-6 
strains were more and less sensitive than N2 to AgNO3, respectively (p<0.05 in both 
cases, Kruskal-Wallis test). rme-8 nematodes were not significantly different from N2 
(p>0.05, Kruskal-Wallis test) (Fig. 19B). We detected statistically indistinguishable 
amounts of total silver in all strains of AgNO3-exposed nematodes, consistent with the 
mortality results. However, in CIT-Ag NP treated nematodes, we found increased and 
decreased total silver uptake in rme-1 and rme-6 respectively, but no significant 
difference in rme-8 compared to N2 (Fig. 19C). We also correlated total silver uptake 
with CIT-Ag NP toxicity, and found a positive relationship between the two variables 
(R2 = 0.74) (Fig. 19D).       
Our results indicated that rme-6 was more resistant to CIT-Ag NP toxicity, and 
accumulated less total silver, further supporting a role for endocytosis in CIT-Ag NP 
toxicity. We also compared the growth inhibition of the mutants to N2s, and found that 
rme-6 also showed increased resistance (Fig. 20). We tested across all types of Ag NPs, 
and rme-6 was the only one that showed increased sensitivity to CIT-Ag NPs, not to 
other Ag NPs (Table 4). Others have reported that another endocytosis mutant strain, 
rme-2, was more resistant to gold nanoparticle toxicity than wild type [230]. However, 
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due to the severe growth retardation of rme-2 compared to N2, we chose not to use it. 
The increased uptake and toxicity in rme-1 mutants was surprising, and may result from 
either a role for rme-1 in CIT-Ag NP detoxification pathways, or a generally 
compromised physiological state that resulted in greater uptake and sensitivity.  
3.3.4 Silver toxicity in lysosomal function mutants  
cup-5 mutants have excess lysosomes [231] and defective proteolytic degradation 
in autolysosomes, which leads to inefficient lysosomal regeneration [232].  CUP-5 
protein localizes to lysosomes [233], while glo-1 colocalizes with lysosome-related gut 
granules (gut granules are intestine specific lysosome-related sites) and encodes a 
GTPase specific to the intestine [234]. GLO-1 protein is associated with lysosomal 
biogenesis [235] and gut granule formation [236]. glo-1 mutants lack autofluorescent gut 
granules and the acidified endocytic compartment [237]. cup-4 encodes a putative 
orphan receptor in C. elegans [238] and cup-4 mutants display severely defective 
coelomocyte endocytosis [239]. Considering that both cup-5 and glo-1 have been shown 
to be involved in coelomocyte endocytosis as well as deficient lysosomal function, we 
used cup-4 mutant as a control to test the effect of coelomocyte endocytosis deficiency 
only. The two lysosomal mutants (cup-5 and glo-1) and cup-4 were not significantly more 
sensitive than N2 to the lethal effects of either AgNO3 or CIT-Ag NPs (Fig. 21A, B) (one-
way ANOVA, p= 0.23).  
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Lysosomes are not only associated with cellular degradation processes, but also 
relate to energy metabolism, cellular signaling and homeostasis [240, 241]. Lysosomal 
deficient mutants showed more growth inhibition than wild-type upon both AgNO3 and 
CIT-Ag NP exposures (Fig. 22), suggesting that normal lysosomal function was involved 
in nematode growth under silver-related stress conditions. There were no statistically 
significant differences in growth between the mutant strains (two-way ANOVA strain 
effect for the three mutant not significant, p=0.26; Fig. 21A, B). We next examined 
reproduction. The four strains (N2, cup-5, glo-1 and cup-4) produced similar numbers of 
offspring under control conditions (EPA water). Dose-dependent reductions in 
reproduction were observed after exposure to both AgNO3 and CIT-Ag NPs (Fig. 21C, 
D), which was consistent with other researchers’ work on Ag NP toxicity on C. elegans 
reproduction [242]. AgNO3 reduced reproduction capacity at a higher magnitude in the 
cup-5, cup-4, and glo-1 mutants compared to N2; the degree of decrease was comparable 
in all of the mutant strains (one-way ANOVA, p>0.01 for all pair-wise comparison 
between cup-4, cup-5 and glo-1; two-way ANOVA strain effect for the three mutant not 
significant, p=0.13). In contrast, while all mutants were also more sensitive than N2 to 
reproductive impairment by CIT-Ag NPs, the glo-1 mutants were exceptionally 
sensitive, almost unable to produce any offspring at all tested concentrations (Fig. 21D). 
Since glo-1 mutants were no more sensitive than cup-5 and cup-4 to AgNO3, their 
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sensitivity to CIT-Ag NP-induced reproductive impairment was likely to be derived 
from a nanoparticle-specific effect.   
3.3.5 CIT-Ag NPs but not AgNO3 causes yolk accumulation- mediated 
inhibition of egg laying in glo-1 mutants  
 In order to understand the mechanisms of the impaired reproductive capacity in 
glo-1 mutants, we examined nematodes exposed for 96 h from the L4 stage (the same as 
described in the reproduction assay) using light microscopy. The glo-1 mutants showed 
complete egg retention after CIT-Ag NP exposure, with a number of internally hatched 
offspring irregularly placed in the adult, while cup-4 and cup-5 showed regular 
embryonic developmental progression compared to wild type nematodes (Fig. 23). 
Considering that cup-4 produced similar number of offspring compared to cup-5 after 
both AgNO3 and CIT-Ag NP exposure and both mutants showed less offspring 
compared to N2, it was likely that fluid endocytosis to coelomocytes or other 
coelomocyte-related functions (e.g., roles in innate immune response, detoxification 
pathways) was important in long-term nematode fitness in stress conditions [243]. 
However, the control nematodes of those 4 strains (N2, cup-4, cup-5 and glo-1) showed 
similar rate of growth, which was consistent with other studies that these coelomocyte 
endocytosis and lysosomal deficient genes were not required for growth or survival of 
nematodes under normal laboratory conditions [243, 244]. Interestingly, the high 
reproductive toxicity observed in glo-1 mutants indicated that normal functioning of gut 
granules was critical in reproductive capacity upon exposure to CIT-Ag NPs.  
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To examine in more detail the impact of CIT-Ag NP exposure on reproductive 
abnormalities, we examined the exposed nematodes using Nomarski microscopy. The 
major difference in glo-1 mutants due to CIT-Ag NP exposure was the significant 
amount of yolk present close to the vulva opening (Fig. 24J-L), while N2, cup-4 and cup-5 
showed similar level of yolk residue compared to controls. There has been a lack of 
research on the yolk protein accumulation for glo-1 mutants; however, sand-1 mutants, 
which are deficient in the transport of yolk to the yolk granules [245], displayed a similar 
yolk accumulation phenotype to that which we observed in glo-1 control (Fig. 24I). 
Therefore, CIT-Ag NP exposure caused yolk accumulation close to the vulva only in the 
glo-1 mutant, and this accumulation likely blocked the transport of embryos through the 
vulval opening, leading to a severe ‚egg-retention‛ phenotype and blocking egg laying 
in the timecourse of our experiment in the exposed nematodes. Excess yolk 
accumulation was not observed in nematodes exposed to equi-toxic levels 
(concentrations between two treatments leading to similar toxicities) of AgNO3 (Fig. 
24E-H). Therefore, the reproductive toxicity resulted from CIT-Ag NP exposure resulted 
from a different mechanism compared to ion-induced reduction in reproductive 
capacity, indicating a NP-specific effect on the yolk trafficking within the nematodes. 
The eggs retained in the exposed glo-1 nematodes were physically dissolved from the 
adult, with 10% and 0% hatchability observed at 0.5 and 0.75 mg-Ag L-1, respectively.  
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Figure 15. Ag NPs are ingested and internalized into the cells of C. elegans.  
 
A) CIT-AgNPs are taken up along with food by C. elegans; B) Some CIT-Ag NPs are also 
taken up into the cells of the nematodes, and are transferred to the offspring. Ag NP 
identity was confirmed by hyperspectral analysis: C) Hyperspectral image (HSI) 
showing the presence of PVPS Ag NPs inside and outside C. elegans after exposure; 
colored rectangles correspond to the pixel areas (regions of interest (ROI)) in HSI where 
spectral profiles are collected; D) The spectral profiles of Ag NPs and hypodermis region 
of C. elegans: green, red, and cyan colored profiles are Ag NPs clusters, white and yellow 
profiles are hypodermis and background (no silver and no worm). The cyan colored ROI 
corresponds to a small Ag NP cluster outside the nematode. E) and F) Very little signal 
is detected in non-exposed nematodes; note that y-axis values are much lower in F) than 
D); higher contrast was used in E) than C) for visualization. Images taken using 
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CytoViva hyperspectral imaging technology with darkfield microscopy at 100× (panels 
A B and E) or 40× (panel E) total magnification. 
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Figure 16: Dose response curves for ionic silver and Ag NP toxicity with and without 
chlorpromazine. 
A) AgNO3 (0.025-0.1 mg-Ag L-1); B) CIT-Ag NPs (0.1-1.5 mg-Ag L-1). Chlorpromazine 
concentration was 10 mg L-1. 
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Figure 17: Dose response curves for ionic silver and Ag NP toxicity with and 
without phenothiazine. 
A) AgNO3 (0.05-0.15 mg-Ag L-1); B) CIT-Ag NPs (0.5-2 mg-Ag L-1). Phenothiazine 
concentration was 10 mg L-1. 
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Figure 18: Schematic illustration of endocytosis-related uptake pathways for 
NPs and all the mutants utilized in this study. 
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Figure 19: Mutant sensitivity in silver nanoparticle toxicity and nematode total silver 
uptake. 
(A-B) Percent mortality of N2 and endocytosis mutants 24 hrs post exposure to (A) 
AgNO3 (0.05 mg-Ag L-1) and (B) citrate-coated Ag NP (CIT-Ag NPs) (1 mg-Ag L-1). 
*indicated that the strain was significantly different from N2. For AgNO3 exposure, N= 
18 for each strain (‚N‛ was defined as independent dosing well for acute toxicity tests), 
with data pooled from 3 separate experiments. For CIT-Ag NPs exposure, N= 12 for each 
strain, with data pooled from 2 separate experiments. Statistics were done with one-way 
ANOVA. C) ICP-MS measurements of total silver contents in all strains upon exposure 
to both AgNO3 and CIT-Ag NPs. For each strain, N=5 for AgNO3 and N=6 for CIT-Ag 
NPs, and data were pooled from 2 separate batches of nematode samples; D) Correlation 
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between mean mortality 24 hrs after the silver treatments and total silver concentration 
in nematodes based on nematode dry weight. 
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Figure 20: Extinction values (represent growth) of N2 and endocytosis mutants 
to AgNO3 and CIT-Ag NP exposure. 
A) AgNO3 0.075 mg-Ag L-1; B) CIT-Ag NPs 0.75 mg-Ag L-1. Red arrow indicates 
increased resistance and asterisk for statistical significance. Boxplots show the 10%, 25%, 
median, 75% and 90% quantiles of EXT (extinction; a proxy for nematode size) values 72 
h post exposure. Asterisks indicate statistically significant differences compared to the 
Ag NPs alone. The data points are combined from 3 to 4 replicate experiments. 
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Figure 21: 96 h reproductive capacity (per 5 adult nematodes) of N2 and lysosomal 
deficient mutants 24 hrs after exposure to AgNO3 and CIT-Ag NPs. 
A) AgNO3 (0-0.12 mg-Ag L-1); B) citrate-coated Ag NP (CIT-Ag NPs) (0-1 mg-Ag L-1). 
cup-4 mutants were used here as a positive control for deficient uptake into coelomocyte, 
other than lysosomal dysfunction. Data included 4 replicate experiments, within each 
experiment, each dosing concentration N=6. Statistical significance was tested using one 
way ANOVA, and comparisons were performed in pairs at each concentration. We used 
p<0.01 to determine statistical significance.  
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Figure 22: Extinction values (represent growth) of N2 and lysosomal mutants to 
AgNO3 and CIT-Ag NP exposure. 
A) AgNO3 0.075 mg-Ag L-1; B) CIT-Ag NPs 0.75 mg-Ag L-1. Red arrow indicates 
increased resistance and asterisk for statistical significance. Boxplots show the 10%, 25%, 
median, 75% and 90% quantiles of EXT (extinction; a proxy for nematode size) values 72 
h post exposure. Asterisks indicate statistically significant differences compared to the 
Ag NPs alone. The data points are combined from 3 to 4 replicate experiments. 
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Figure 23: Embryos in four strains of gravid adult C. elegans exposed to citrate-
coated Ag NPs (CIT-Ag NPs). 
A) N2 wild type; B) cup-5; C) cup-4; D) glo-1. CIT-Ag NP concentration was 0.75 mg-
Ag L-1. 
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Figure 24: Examination of four nematode strains exposed to both AgNO3 and citrate-
coated Ag NPs (CIT-Ag NPs) using Nomarski microscopy. 
A) N2 control; B) N2 CIT-Ag NPs 1 mg-Ag L-1; C) cup-4 CIT-Ag NPs 1 mg-Ag L-1; D) cup-
5 CIT-Ag NPs 1 mg-Ag L-1; E) N2 AgNO3 0.15 mg-Ag L-1; F) cup-4 AgNO3 0.15 mg-Ag L-1; 
G) cup-5 AgNO3 0.15 mg-Ag L-1; H) glo-1 AgNO3 0.15 mg-Ag L-1; I) glo-1 control; J, K, L) 
glo-1 CIT-Ag NPs 1 mg-Ag L-1. Red arrows indicate yolk deposits.  
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Table 4: Mutant analysis (endocytosis deficient strains) for all types of Ag NP 
exposure.  
+ indicates baseline sensitivity; -- indicates increased resistance. 
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4. Silver nanoparticle behavior, uptake, and toxicity in 
Caenorhabditis elegans: Effects of natural organic matter, 
temperature, sulfidation and mesocosm conditions  
4.1 Introduction 
Under various environmental conditions, Ag NPs can have different physical-
chemical characteristics, leading to varied toxicities [68, 246, 247]. Complex 
environmental conditions can alter the subsequent fate, transport and toxicity of Ag NPs.  
Ecological behavior of silver nanoparticles (Ag NPs) includes: agglomeration, 
altered ion-release kinetics, and surface modifications, all of which are attracting 
increased research [117, 248, 249]. Ecological implications of NMs, in terms of its fate and 
transport in the environment, are widely investigated [63, 165, 249, 250]. Meanwhile, 
there are increasing investigations on the impact of various environmental factors on Ag 
NP toxicity; however, the in-depth mechanistic study on those NP-environment 
interactions are lacking. Therefore, the aim of the work described in this chapter was to 
understand in-depth how ecological factors affect the biological response to Ag NPs in C. 
elegans. 
4.1.1 Effect of natural organic matter on silver nanoparticles  
Effect of NOM has become an important factor mitigating the impact of NPs in 
ecosystems [251]. NOM reduced the dissolution rate of Ag NPs [118] and increased 
aggregation [252, 253] of both fullerenes and iron oxide NPs due to the formation of 
bounds among NOM, Ca2+ and NPs. Significant reduction of toxicity was shown for 
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nanoscale zerovalent iron in the presence of NOM [254]. In addition, metal complexation 
by NOM has been considered and incorporated into environmental prediction models 
such as the biotic ligand model (BLM) [251].  
In aquatic ecosystems, natural organic matter (NOM) plays an important role in 
the environmental fate and transport of NPs by influencing their physicochemical 
properties [251, 255-257] and therefore altering their agglomeration [258], bioavailability 
and toxicity [50, 125, 126, 259, 260]. For example, adsorption of NOM on NP surfaces 
results in a more stable aqueous suspension due to steric stabilization or electrostatic 
repulsion between particles [246, 261-266]. The NOM-NP interaction is strengthened in 
high salinity media [267]. Different types of NPs have variable binding sites in NOM 
structures, and NOM properties (carboxylate and thiol content, aromaticity and 
molecular weight) also affect NOM-NP interactions [255, 268, 269]. However, studies 
related to NOM-NP interactions in vivo have been limited.  
Previous work indicates that in complex environmental media, Ag NPs can have 
different physicochemical characteristics, bioavailability, and toxicity [68, 246, 247, 270]. 
NOM has been found to mitigate the toxicity of various types of nanoparticles, e.g., Ag 
NPs [271], quantum dots (QDs) [272], functionalized cerium nanoparticles [273], CuO 
nanoparticles [274], etc. Humic acid reduces Ag NP toxicity to biofilms, due to binding 
to silver ions [271]. In addition, a Daphnia study showed a linear decrease in Ag NP 
toxicity with increasing concentrations of Suwannee River humic acid [275].  The 
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purpose of our study was to investigate how NOM affects Ag NP behavior in our test 
medium, and how it affects toxicity in vivo in the model organism, Caenorhabditis elegans 
(C. elegans). However, there is a lack of information on the understanding of how NOM-
NP interactions affect the biological response. In addition, if NOM does rescue Ag NP 
toxicity, this can further strengthen the evidence for the mechanism of Ag NP toxicity.   
4.1.2 Effect of temperature on Ag NPs  
Temperature frequently alters chemical toxicity, due to changes in metabolic rate, 
chemical behavior and combined stress resulting from deviations from optimal 
temperatures. Temperature is also a major factor determining the dissolution rate of Ag 
NPs, with increasing storage temperature causing higher silver ion release, which leads 
to more toxicity [276]. Ionic silver binds to biotic ligands including algae, fungi, and 
other dead biomass in aquatic systems. This adsorption capacity can be decreased by 
increasing temperature [277]. On the organismal level, increasing temperature can result 
in a rise in metabolism below its upper critical limit, leading to increases in oxygen 
consumption and hemoglobin concentration [278, 279]. In addition, temperature also 
affects biochemical reaction rates, leading to alterations in the level of intermediate 
metabolites in the organism [280, 281].  
4.1.3 Effect of sulfidation on silver Ag NPs  
Sulfidation of NPs has been widely used to create hollow nano-structures in the 
fields of electronics, optics, catalysis, etc. [282, 283]. Also in nature, sulfidation is one of 
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the most likely transformations for silver nanoparticles [284], due to the relatively high 
affinity of S to Ag [165] and ubiquitous nature of reduced S species especially in 
anaerobic environment. The ratio of Ag to S varies depending on availability of S in the 
environment, and in some S-rich environment such as wastewater stream, this ratio can 
be close to 1 [285]. The formation of Ag2S, either in micro or nano-scales [285], can lead 
to alterations in surface properties, aggregation status and oxidative dissolution of Ag 
NPs [284].  
Other environmental variables, e.g., ultraviolet radiation, can also cause 
alterations in the physicochemical properties of Ag NPs, including a decrease in particle 
size and the formation of a core-shell structure [286].  
4.2 Materials and Methods 
4.2.1 Nanoparticle and NOM Characterization  
The NPs used in this study were of different sizes (8~50 nm in monomer size) 
and surface functionalizations (citrate, polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP), or no 
functionalization). We used two types of functionalization. The first was previously 
characterized PVP-functionalized NPs (herein referred to as PVP8- Ag NPs and PVP38-Ag 
NPs, where the subscript indicates monomer diameter in nanometers) [187]. The second, 
citrate-functionalized Ag NPs (herein referred to as CIT-Ag NPs), were prepared using 
the same method as previously described [31]. However, the size distribution was larger 
(25 nm ± 9 nm) in the batch used in this study. The non-functionalized Ag NPs were 
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prepared by the Choi lab (University of Seoul), as described [287]. Pony Lake and 
Suwannee River fulvic acid (PLFA and SRFA) isolates (1R109F and 2S101F, International 
Humic Substances Society) were selected as two representative aquatic humic 
substances derived from autochthonous and terrestrial carbon sources. The NOM stock 
solutions were made by dissolving NOM powder in ultrapure water (> 17.8 MΩ·cm, 
Barnstead Nanopure, Thermo Scientific, US) and adjusting the pH to 6.0 with NaOH. 
The resultant NOM stock solutions were subsequently filtered to <0.2 µm, and the NOM 
concentration was determined using a Total Organic Carbon (TOC) Analyzer (TOC-L 
CPN, Shimadzu, Japan). Characterization of NOM is summarized in the Table S1 of the 
Supporting Information of Deonarine et al., 2011 [255].  
4.2.2 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) and Energy-Dispersive X-ray 
Spectroscopy (EDX) sample preparation and analysis  
TEM sample preparation was as described in the method section of Chapter 3. 
For EDX samples, both osmium treatment and post-staining were omitted to avoid 
interference with silver peaks. EDX analysis was performed using an Oxford 
Instruments (San Jose, California, USA) LN2 Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy 
Detector.  
4.2.3 CytoViva hyperspectral image analysis  
Samples were examined using darkfield-based hyperspectral imaging 
microscopy as described [288]. A few representative darkfield images were also 
collected to show uptake of NP or NP-PLFA complex in C. elegans. The optical 
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microscope (Olympus BX41) equipped with hyperspectral imaging spectrometer 
(CytoViva Hyperspectral Imaging System (HSI), Auburn, AL) and a novel illumination 
system with both Koehler and Critical illumination allowed direct visualization as well 
as spectral analysis of Ag NP and PLFA in the samples. All images were acquired under 
wet-sample conditions at identical gain (set at 5) and exposure time (set at 250 ms). In 
brief, the following steps were adapted to produce the final classification images: 1) 
hyperspectral images were treated to minimize the noise and decrease the 
dimensionality of the image data, 2) n-dimensional visualization was performed to 
identify the spectrally active endmembers, 3) the endmembers were matched with a 
spectral library of representative elements of the test sample using a spectral angle 
mapper (SAM) algorithm (threshold= 0.25 rads 0 radian corresponds to 100% match), 
and 4) SAM-matched endmembers were then applied to the hyperspectral image to 
produce the final classification image, which shows the location of the endmembers of 
interest (library spectra) and the corresponding spectra. The examination was done with 
the guidance from Appala Raju Badireddy.  
4.2.4 Dissolved silver speciation calculation  
This was calculated using MINEQL+ (Version 4.5); see Supporting Information 
for details. In brief, measured dissolved silver concentrations were used as the model 
input for total silver concentration. Concentrations of major inorganic ligands (e.g., Cl-, 
SO42-) were based on EPA water recipe. Complexation of dissolved silver by PLFA was 
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modeled as interactions with two types of metal binding sites on the fulvic acid: ‚weak‛ 
binding sites that are likely to consist of carboxylate, phenol, or amine functional groups 
[289] and ‚strong‛ binding sites that comprise thiol functional groups [158, 290]. The 
molar concentration of each type of binding site was calculated by multiplying the PLFA 
concentration and the site density [289-291].   
The speciation of dissolved silver was calculated using MINEQL+ (Version 4.5) 
for the experimental mixtures of silver nanoparticles with Pony Lake fulvic acid (PLFA). 
The calculations were performed for a solution of EPA water (Table 5 and 6), at pH 7.8 
and 25ºC. The total carbonate concentration was set equal to 1.14×10-3 M. 
Complexation of dissolved silver by PLFA was modeled as interactions with two 
types of metal binding sites on the fulvic acid: ‚weak‛ binding sites that are likely to 
consist of carboxylate, phenol, or amine functional groups and ‚strong‛ binding sites 
that comprise thiol functional groups. The molar concentration of each type of binding 
site was calculated by multiplying the PLFA concentration (in mg-C per L) and the site 
density (in mol per mg-C). 
The density of weak silver-binding sites was estimated to be (1.71±0.15)×10-6 mol 
per mg-C, which was an average of three fulvic acids reported by Sikora and Stevenson 
[292]. These sites have an average silver binding affinity corresponding to: 
   Ag+ + NOMweak <-> Ag-NOMweak   Kweak =103.76 
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The concentration of thiol functional groups in PLFA is currently not available 
from the literature. Therefore, we performed the speciation calculations for a range of 
thiol site densities. This range of values was based on the reduced sulfur (reduced-S or 
Sred) content for PLFA and the concentration of strong binding sites quantified for Ag+ 
and Hg2+ binding with other aquatic NOM isolates. For PLFA, the percentage of total 
sulfur as reduced-S  is 68.2% [293], corresponding to a reduced-S content of 1.2×10-6 mol-
Sred per mg-C of PLFA, which has a total sulfur content of 3.03% (mass fraction) (from 
the website of the International Humic Substances Society [294]). 
A fraction of the reduced-S in NOM is expected to comprise strong binding sites 
(i.e. thiols) for soft sphere metals such as Hg2+ and Ag+ [291]. In previous studies with 
other aquatic humic substances, the estimated proportion of the reduced-S as strong 
binding sites for Ag+ and Hg2+ was between 0.6% and 1.6% [290, 291]. If these values 
apply to PLFA, then the density of strong binding sites would be approximately 7×10-9 to 
2×10-8 mol per mg-C. In this paper, silver speciation calculation were performed under 
three scenarios, i.e. with the strong binding site density set equal to 4.0×10-9, 1.0×10-8 and 
2.0×10-8 mol per mg-C, respectively, as the lower range, a median value and the upper 
range (Table 7). 
The Ag+ affinity for the strong binding sites was estimated from the typical value 
corresponding to Ag+ complexation with low molecular weight thiols [158]: 
Ag+ + RS- <-> RS-Ag Kstrong = 1012 
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where the pKa for the thiolate group was estimated to be 9 [295]. 
The total dissolved silver concentrations for the calculations corresponded to 
measured mean concentrations in the supernatant after ultracentrifugation of the 
mixtures (Table 8).  
4.2.5 Ag NP dissolution experiment and nematode Ag content 
Samples of CIT-Ag NPs and NOM mixture were prepared in EPA water [31] 
with 5 mg-Ag L-1 of CIT-Ag NPs and 0, 1, 5, or 10 mg-C L-1of PLFA, sealed inside 4.5-mL 
Ultra-Clear centrifuge tubes (Beckman Coulter, US) with 3 layers of parafilm and a 
headspace of ~0.5 ml, and then held static in the dark for 24 h. Six replicate samples were 
prepared for each PLFA concentration. After 24 h, the samples were centrifuged at 
370,000 g for 30 min, and the silver concentration in the supernatant was quantified by 
inductively coupled plasma – mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) (Agilent 7700x, Agilent 
Technologies, NC, US). The separation procedure was verified by use of control samples 
spiked with Ag NPs, and subsequent ultracentrifugation resulted in removal of no less 
than 98% of the silver from solution. In contrast, ultracentrifugation of samples 
containing 0.05 to 1 mg-Ag L-1 silver (added from dissolved AgNO3 stocks) with 10 mg-
C L-1 PLFA produced minimal sedimentation with a large percentage of silver (88%-
95%) remaining in supernatant (Fig. 25).  
For measurement of nematode silver content, exposed organisms (after 24 h 
exposure, AgNO3 at 0.3 mg-Ag L-1, CIT-Ag NPs at 10 mg-Ag L-1 with and without 10 
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mg-C L-1 of PLFA) were transferred to clean EPA water with food for 2 h to allow 
clearance of material from the gut (verification was done by microscopic analysis of 
nematode gut). Next, worms were centrifuged at 2,200 rpm for 2 min, rinsed with EPA 
water 3 times, and freeze-dried (Labconco, US) for 2 d. Resultant samples were digested 
with concentrated nitric acid (70%, Fisher Scientific, US) at ~ 90 °C for 4 h. The digest 
was diluted with ultrapure water, held overnight at room temperature (22 -23 ºC), and 
further diluted with mixed acid (2% HNO3 and 0.5% HCl) prior to ICP-MS analysis. 
4.2.6 Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) size and zeta potential measurements  
Average hydrodynamic diameters and zeta potential of the Ag NPs under 
typical exposure conditions (i.e. 5 mg-Ag L-1 of CIT-Ag NPs in the presence or absence of 
PLFA at 10 mg-C L-1) were measured using a Zetasizer Nano-ZS instrument (ZEN3600, 
Malvern Instruments). Z-average hydrodynamic diameters were measured by analyzing 
the intensity fluctuations of light (wavelength = 663 nm) backscattered at 173°. 
4.2.7 Mesocosm experiments 
The effect of complex environmental on Ag NP toxicity was investigated using 
mesocosms modeled after North Carolina wetlands. 19 mesocosms were established in 
the Duke Forest, Durham, NC, USA. Mesocosms were built with wood and lined with 
polypropylene. Each mesocosm had three compartments, terrestrial, transitional, and 
aquatic environments. To establish a sustainable ecosystem, pristine groundwater, 
wetland riparian soil and a number of aquatic and terrestrial plants were incorporated 
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into the mesocosms. Details of mesocosm facility, experimental design, and treatment 
methods were described in Colman et al., 2013 [296].  
Mesocosms were dosed with 2.5 mg-Ag L-1 as GA-Ag NPs, PVL-Ag NPs and 
AgNO3. Mesocosm water was sampled at three different time points (right after spike, 1 
week after spike and 2 weeks after spike) were included in the experiments. All of our 
experiments used L1 stage larvae (‚L1s‛) obtained via bleaching and overnight hatch of 
embryos in the absence of food to obtain age-matched individuals [144, 145]. The 
volume of water samples added was balanced by addition of the same volume of 2X 
EPA water to ensure a final ionic strength equivalent to EPA water (1X). Four replicated 
dosing wells were assigned for each water sample, with 50 nematodes per well. UV-
killed bacteria were used in the experiment to eliminate indirect effect on food quality 
upon exposures [94]. Detailed information of the growth assay has been described 
previously [51].  
4.3 Results and Discussions 
4.3.1 Characterization of nanoparticles 
Experiments were performed with 4 different Ag NPs; characterizations of all 
have been previously published [51]. All Ag NPs were roughly spherical and 
polydisperse in purified water. Monomer diameters (mean particle size ± standard 
deviation) of PVP8, PVP38, non-coated and CIT-Ag NPs were 8±2 nm, 38±8 nm, 20 nm 
(SD not reported), 25±9 nm, respectively, as measured in TEM images. Hydrodynamic 
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diameter and zeta potential after one h in the exposure medium (EPA water) for the 
same particles were 129±6 nm and -21± 0.1 mV (PVP8- Ag NPs), 72±1 nm and -12± 1.3 mV 
(PVP38- Ag NPs), 41±3nm and -24± 0.7 mV (CIT-Ag NPs), and 122±4 nm and -24± 0.6 mV 
(non-functionalized).  
4.3.2 Bacterial food decreased toxicity  
Early in our investigations we found that food (UVC-inactivated bacteria) had a 
strong mitigating effect on Ag NP toxicity (Fig. 26). While this was consistent with a 
study on Daphnia magna, which showed a 40-fold decrease in lethality when food was 
added [297], by contrast,  increased lethality was observed for amphipods exposed to 
quantum dots (QDs) via algal food source, although the uptake of QDs was lower than 
that observed for water-borne QDs [298]. No food was added in the studies within this 
chapter to avoid confounding effect.  
4.3.3 Comparing rescue effect between PLFA and SRFA 
PLFA rescued the toxicity of ionic Ag and Ag NPs more effectively than did 
SRFA (Fig. 27A-E) (p<0.05, using the Wilcoxon rank sum test with continuity correction). 
Observed differences between the two fulvic acids on Ag NP toxicity may be related to 
their compositional differences. Chelating ligands such as low molecular weight thiols 
reduce the toxicity of Ag NPs for C. elegans, either by binding to Ag+ ions in solution or 
sorbing to Ag NP surfaces [187]. While the Ag+-binding capacities of the fulvic acids 
were not directly known, clues to their Ag-binding affinity could be gained by their 
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elemental composition. For example, the nitrogen content of the NOM isolates, a 
possible indicator of amine ligand groups, was greater with PLFA (6.5% N) relative to 
SRFA (0.72% N).[299] Likewise, PLFA contained greater sulfur content (3.0% S) relative 
to SRFA (0.44% S) in which about 53% to 72% of the sulfur comprises of reduced-S 
moieties (such as thiols) that were strong binding sites for Ag+ [293]. Therefore, the 
potential differences in Ag-binding capacities for the NOM isolates were consistent with 
the differences in toxicities for the Ag-PLFA and Ag-SRFA mixtures. 
Other molecular characteristics of NOM could be predictors of surface 
association with the Ag NPs. For example, aromatic carbon content and specific UV 
absorbance at 280 nm (an indicator for aromaticity) for PLFA (12% aromatic C and 1.8 L 
mg-C-1 m-1) were less than the respective values for SRFA (24% and 2.7 L mg-C-1 m-1) 
[255]. Moreover, the  average molecular weight (MW) of PLFA (1000-1300 Da) [255, 300] 
was slightly smaller than the average MW of SRFA (above 1360 Da) [301]. High 
aromaticity and high molecular weight of NOM tend to correlate with greater 
interaction with nanoparticles, and could explain observed  decreases in aggregation 
rates [255] and other surface reactions such as dissolution [118]. However, this 
possibility would not explain our observation that PLFA is more effective than SRFA at 
decreasing Ag NP toxicity, suggesting that the content of N and S may be more 
important in this case than simply aromaticity or MW.  
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Comparisons of the four types of Ag nanoparticles indicated differences in the 
rescue effect by NOM. For example, the presence of NOM caused a greater decrease in 
mortality for PVP-coated Ag NPs (Figure 27C and 27D) than CIT-Ag NPs (Figure 27E). 
The surface coating on the nanoparticles was a possible factor in these differences. We 
note, however, that the total silver concentrations varied between the Ag NPs. (They 
were based on LC95 concentrations for each Ag NP without added NOM). Thus, the role 
of the surface coating was not a primary objective of this study. A more detailed study 
would require additional experiments under a range of silver and NOM concentrations 
for each Ag NP and in-depth analysis of dissolution, aggregation, and uptake. 
To further investigate the mechanistic basis for protective effect of NOM, we 
conducted additional studies with CIT-Ag NPs and PLFA. We chose to focus on CIT-Ag 
NPs because it was the least toxic of the tested Ag NPs (comparative dose-responses are 
provided in Fig. 28) and therefore could be used at the highest concentrations facilitating 
microscopic imaging. We focused on PLFA because it showed a greater rescue effect 
than did SRFA. 
4.3.4 PLFA-CIT-Ag NP Interactions 
I first examined the effect of PLFA on CIT-Ag NP aggregation, but observed no 
significant alterations over 24 h after mixing (Fig. 29A).  
The zeta potential of particles (ranging from -29.3±0.9 to -29.9±1.6 mV) also did 
not change appreciably after CIT-Ag NPs and PLFA were mixed. Hyperspectral 
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imaging-based detection of feature similarities between the CIT-Ag NP+PLFA mixture 
in medium (library) and CIT-Ag NP+PLFA exposed C. elegans imaging data (Figs 30A 
and D) confirmed the presence of CIT-Ag NP-PLFA complex inside nematodes (Spectral 
match ≥ 70%). Spectral profiles of only PLFA and only CIT-Ag NPs are shown in Figs 30 
B and C, respectively.  
Next an effect of PLFA on dissolution was tested, since NOM can either enhance 
or inhibit oxidative dissolution by ligand-promoting processes or steric protection, 
respectively [302]. The dissolved Ag concentration increased from 250 nM to 450 nM Ag 
as PLFA concentration increased from 1 mg-C L-1 to 10 mg-C L-1 (Fig. 29B). However, the 
extent of dissolution did not coincide with our toxicity results (lower toxicity with 
increasing PLFA concentration: Fig. 27E), and thus failed to explain PLFA’s protective 
effect. 
The amelioration by PLFA of Ag NP toxicity could also result from complexation 
of bioavailable forms of dissolved Ag (i.e. Ag+). To test this hypothesis, equilibrium 
speciation calculations were performed to determine how PLFA might affect dissolved 
silver speciation. Although complexation of Ag by strong binding sites associated with 
NOM was dependent on the Ag-binding site densities used for calculation (Fig. 31), 
speciation calculations generally did not indicate a marked decrease of free Ag+ with 
increasing concentrations of PLFA. 
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Even if a high thiol content (20 nmol per mg-C) was assumed for PLFA, the free 
Ag+ at 1 mg-C L-1 was approximately equal to the calculated Ag+ concentration at 10 mg-
C L-1, but mortality was drastically different at these two PLFA concentrations (100% 
and 0%, respectively) (Fig. 27E). Therefore, the effect of PLFA on dissolved Ag 
speciation was inconsistent with trends in toxicity; and, it is unlikely that PLFA 
complexation of Ag+ contributed to the rescue effect.  
Interactions between NOM and NP might alter NP surfaces by functionalizing 
them and such properties could subsequently alter NP surface attachment (or 
agglomeration) mechanisms [303, 304]. However, this NOM-NP interaction was strongly 
dependent on NP functionalization, NOM concentration [257], and other environmental 
variables (pH and ionic strength) [264]. Interaction between PLFA and CIT-Ag NPs was 
examined using a dark-field hyperspectral imaging system, which revealed the 
formation of NP-PLFA structures (Fig. 32A-D). In addition, however, it was found that 
nematodes altered the CIT-Ag NP-PLFA interaction (Fig. 33). Unusual structures 
appeared outside nematodes where they formed ‚rings‛. Such structures were absent 
when nematodes were not present (Fig. 33A-C). Hyperspectral analysis of ‚ring 
structures‛ confirmed presence of Ag NP clusters. Mapping and spectral analysis 
revealed that PLFA sequestered and surrounded CIT-Ag NPs partially or completely, 
thereby inducing ring-like structures (Figs 34 and 35). We postulate that formation of 
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ring-like structures provides a protective response, altering the nanoparticle-organism 
interaction.  
4.3.5 PLFA effect on total silver uptake 
Since the rescue effect of PLFA could not be attributed to altered aggregation or 
dissolution, nematode uptake of Ag NPs was examined. We exposed nematodes to CIT-
Ag NPs in the presence and absence of PLFA and allowed their gut contents to clear for 
2 h by transferring the exposed nematodes to clean media with bacteria. Our initial 
studies confirmed that 30 min was sufficient for young adults to clear bacterial food. To 
separate nematodes from NPs in the medium (EPA water), nematodes were washed 
three times by centrifugation (2,200 rpm for 2 min) and followed this with removal of 
supernatant. The resultant pellet was freeze-dried for 2 d. The purpose of gut clearing 
and washing process was to remove most of the CIT-Ag NP aggregates loosely 
associated with nematode gut and cuticle surfaces (verification of removal was 
illustrated in Table 9). Total Ag uptake was measured by ICP-MS analysis of batches of 
whole nematodes. PLFA reduced silver concentrations in vivo after exposure to AgNO3 
(Wilcoxon rank sum test; p = 0.008; N=5) (Fig. 36). However, there was no effect of PLFA 
on nematode silver uptake after CIT-Ag NP exposure (Wilcoxon rank sum test; p = 
0.9372; N=6). The silver content in the control samples (CTR and PLFA) and 
AgNO3+PLFA samples are close to the limit of detection; silver contents in other samples 
were well above the limit of detection. 
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4.3.6 Persistence of CIT-Ag NPs in the gut of C. elegans 
Differential toxicity after PLFA exposure in the absence of a difference in total 
organismal CIT-Ag NPs could be explained by uptake within certain individual 
organisms. To detect altered uptake/distribution in specific tissues, exposed nematodes 
were first examined using darkfield hyperspectral microscopy. Ag NP uptake was 
found in tissues both with and without PLFA (Fig. 37C-H). However, most CIT-Ag NPs 
remained in the gut (Fig. 4). The NPs persisted in the alimentary canal even after 24 h in 
fresh medium (Fig. 38), suggesting that the ICP-MS measurements described above were 
dominated by CIT-Ag NPs in the gut. Persistence of Ag NPs was also detected in the 
liver and spleen of exposed rats after a wash-out period up to 8 weeks [124]. Cellular 
uptake was further confirmed with EDX analysis in CIT-Ag NP-exposed nematodes 
with and without PLFA (Fig. 39A-B); unfortunately, quantitative comparisons were not 
possible due to the low signal for silver in the EDX spectrum. In the presence of PLFA in 
exposed nematodes, CIT-Ag NPs appeared to be tightly associated with the compound 
(Fig. 40A, B), and CIT-Ag NP size distribution in nematodes varied from largely 
dispersed to compact aggregates (at regions of accumulation) (Fig. 40D).  
From the hyperspectral imaging, it was obvious that the gut was the principal 
site of uptake. The next question was whether this led to incorporation in specific cells of 
exposed nematodes. Therefore our emphasis in conducting transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM) analysis was to focus on intestinal lumen, luminal wall and epithelial 
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cells. In addition, I surveyed cells of the gonad and the muscle layer at the periphery and 
subjacent to the cuticle. A minimum of 10 nematodes per treatment were included in our 
ultrastructural analysis.   
4.3.7 AgNO3 and CIT-Ag NP produced cellular alterations 
To explore tissue, cellular and subcellular distribution differences, and to 
determine alterations resulting from exposure, TEM was performed. In previous cell 
culture-based uptake studies with human macrophages, Ag NP deposits were mostly 
found in the cytosol, nucleus, and lysosomes [305]. An earlier whole-organism study 
indicated that Ag NP uptake occurred in gut epithelium, and the route of internalization 
was different for ionic and nanoparticulate Ag [212].  
The ultrastructure of normal C. elegans is well established in the worm atlas 
(www.wormatlas.org) and worm book [306], and our observations of control nematodes 
were consistent with that previously described ultrastructure. The C. elegans intestine 
was composed of large, cuboidal epithelial cells. Outside the intestinal cells were the 
gonadal tissue, muscle tissue, and the cuticle at the worm surface. The intestinal cells 
had microvilli lining the lumenal surface. The gut epithelial cells contained nuclei with 
electron dense nucleoli. Organelles of the gut epithelial cells included numerous 
mitochondria, lysosomes, autophagosomes and peroxisomes. Gonadal cells were easily 
differentiated from gut epithelial cells by their more superficial location between 
between gut epithelial cells and overlying myocytes located immediately beneath the 
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cuticle. In addition, the gonadal cells exhibited higher electron density than seen in the 
gut epithelial cells and contained prominent nuclei and nucleoli. Gut epithelial cells 
were larger than gonadal cells.   
Ultrastructural alterations resulting from exposure to AgNO3 included severe 
swelling of intestinal epithelial cells with enlarged mitochondria showing altered shape 
and evidence of inner compartment swelling with rearrangement of cristae. Affected 
epithelial cells formed oval and expanded features at border of intestine (Fig. 41D-E). 
Plasma membranes of affected epithelial cells were apparently intact and thus these cells 
were clearly distinct from the surrounding gonadal cells. Figure 41D shows affected, 
apparent gonadal cells that were peripheral to the intestinal epithelial cells and between 
them and the outer layer of myocytes. Bizarre zones (arrow head) with low electron 
density were likely swollen and severely altered gonadal cells.   
Intestinal epithelial cell damage was observed after exposure to CIT-Ag NPs; 
however, affected cells in CIT-Ag NP-treated nematodes revealed high amplitude 
swelling (Fig. 41G) when compared to AgNO3 exposed cells (above).  Figure 41H, an 
enlargement of a portion of Fig. 41G, shows peripheral relocation of organelles including 
mitochondria, lysosomes and/ peroxisomes [307] not seen in AgNO3 treated nematodes. 
Note the three enlarged spaces (arrowheads) between intestinal epithelial cells and 
myocytes. These likely represent lysis of gonadal epithelial cells. CIT-Ag NPs definitely 
induced greater alteration than did AgNO3. Whether this constitutes evidence for a 
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different mechanism of toxicity needs to be addressed in further studies.  Since the doses 
used were similar in terms of organismal toxicity (~24 h LC75), there may be different 
mechanisms.   
4.3.8 PLFA protected against cellular damage from CIT-Ag NPs and AgNO3 
Importantly, AgNO3-induced alterations were rescued in the presence of PLFA 
(Fig. 41F), as indicated by the intact intestinal, non-swollen epithelium with orthodox 
mitochondrial morphology and absence of alterations to gonadal epithelium in the 
AgNO3+PLFA treated nematodes (Fig. 41F and Fig. 42A). Interestingly, PLFA also 
rescued CIT-induced damage, as demonstrated by intact and non-swollen intestinal 
epithelial cells, orthodox mitochondria and unaltered gonadal cells (Fig. 41I-J).  
I attempted to use EDX to verify silver uptake at the cellular level, by using a 
modified fixation protocol that eliminated heavy metals, and while there was silver 
signal detected in both CIT-Ag NPs and CIT-Ag NP+PLFA treated nematodes, with 
signals close to the detection limit (0.5% of all elements down to carbon in atomic 
weight). However, due to the lack of osmium in the fixation process and post staining, 
the TEM images associated with EDX analysis had significantly reduced quality (i.e., 
resolution) obviating our attempts to localize silver signal to specific cells (Fig. 39). 
Our review of relevant C. elegans literature showed that intestinal epithelium is 
comprised of 20 non-renewable cells which form a primary line of defense against 
pathogen invasion [308] and dietary toxins. Nuclei are often evaluated in studies of 
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necrosis and apoptosis [309, 310]. However, given the small number and therefore large 
volume of intestinal epithelial cells our planar analysis resulted in few nuclear profiles 
and these were only in sections of control organisms. I cannot definitively use nuclear 
alterations to state whether necrosis has occurred. However, our observations of swollen 
cells in exposed animals with mitochondrial alterations indicated these cells were 
susceptible to damage from AgNO3 and CIT-Ag NPs. If intestinal epithelial cells are 
non-renewable, such changes could lead to irreversible damage in the host. 
Furthermore, the use of dietary administration argued that these epithelial cells were 
altered despite a normal appearing brush border with orthodox microvilli. The 
mechanism of uptake [311] therefore is one that involves microvesicular transport [312]. 
Cellular swelling of high amplitude was observed in the intestinal epithelium and in 
gonadal epithelial cells. This suggests migration of metal particles from altered intestinal 
epithelium to gonad. As indicated in the hyperspectral imaging studies, the major 
uptake site of NPs was the gut (Fig. 40-41), and this coincided with the finding that gut 
epithelium was the primary target for damage after both AgNO3 and CIT-Ag NP 
exposure. 
I considered the possibility that lysosomes were important in the uptake or 
effects of Ag NPs. Lysosomes are a common organelle responsible for sequestration of 
intracellular metal (both in ionic and nanoparticle form) [229]. Lysosomes have 
distinctive characteristics including an acidic interior (pH = 4.5~5), and the presence of 
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several acid hydrolases, esterases and other associated digestive enzymes [229, 313]. 
Acidic environments accelerate ion release from several metallic nanoparticles [314, 315] 
including Ag NPs [118]. Intracellular dissolution of ZnO NPs is an important 
mechanism of toxicity [316]. Since most previous TEM examinations of lysosomes in C. 
elegans have been carried out with nematodes raised on plates, I first explored whether 
any alterations in the abundance or morphology of lysosomes was associated with 
liquid exposure. I compared nematodes fixed directly after being washed from plates or 
fixed after growth in liquid media, and found similar populations of lysosomes (Fig. 
S12B). Interestingly, two types of lysosomes were observed in all treatments and 
controls, with one type having round profiles with no granules inside and the other type 
having more irregular borders and electron-dense granules located primarily at their 
periphery (Fig. 41C, J). I was unaware of previous reports of lysosomes in C. elegans 
with the irregular border morphology that was observed. However, there were no 
differences in morphology or roughly-estimated density of lysosomes between any 
treatment group and controls (Fig. 41). Future work on lysosome-deficient mutants 
would further test the hypothesis that lysosomes regulate Ag NP toxicity. For reasons 
explained in the Methods section, our TEM analyses were restricted to doses that 
resulted in lethality to 75% of the exposed nematodes. The mitochondrial alterations in 
intestinal epithelial cells may occur at lower doses. In this instance, the worm might 
survive but show reduction in energy related metabolic processes.  
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In summary, NOM, specifically PLFA, rescued AgNO3 and CIT-Ag NP 
organismal toxicity and intestinal damage, reduced organismal uptake of AgNO3 but 
not CIT-Ag NPs, and protected the nematodes from CIT-Ag NP-induced gut epithelium 
tissue injury. Thus, our results both demonstrate a powerful protective effect of NOM, 
and support evidence for a NP-specific type of damage in high amplitude swelling of 
intestinal epithelium and gonadal tissue.     
4.3.9 Impact of sulfidation on Ag NP toxicity  
C. elegans was tested for acute lethality and growth inhibitory effects of the 
pristine Ag NPs and sulfidized Ag NPs in high and low-ionic strength C. elegans liquid 
media (K+ and EPA water, respectively). The extinction (EXT) values obtained from the 
Biosort (72 hrs postdosing) were fit to linear and exponential models, which are more 
appropriate for assays with a continuous endpoint. An exponential model (Model 4 in 
BMDS, with an assumed log-normal distribution of the response) was selected because 
the dose-response curves fit using this model achieved significantly lower AIC values 
than alternatives. We observed large variance in the C. elegans response (EXT values), 
which resulted in particularly poor model. However, our results in general indicated 
that increasing degree of sulfidation of the AgNPs resulted in lower toxicity (Fig. 43).  
4.3.10 Effect of temperature on Ag NP toxicity   
Higher temperatures resulted in more toxicity in Ag NPs (Fig. 44). Due to the fact 
that increased temperature didn’t result in increased toxicity in the Ag ion positive 
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control, increased physiological susceptibility at higher temperature can be ruled out. 
Therefore, the increase in Ag NP toxicity is most likely explained mainly by the 
increased Ag NP dissolution at higher temperatures. 
4.3.11 Toxicity of silver incubated in mesocosms to C. elegans 
To test the effect of a more natural and complex environment on Ag NP toxicity, 
mesocosms were dosed with 2.5 mg-Ag L-1 as GA-Ag NPs, PVP-Ag NPs and AgNO3. 
Mesocosm water was sampled at three different time points (right after spike, 1 week 
after spike and 2 weeks after spike) were included in the experiments. Right after spike, 
we found that all treated mesocosm water samples induced significant growth inhibition 
in C. elegans except for the PVP only treatment (p=0.051, compared to p<0.001 for all 
other treatments). GA only treatment resulted in approximately 20% growth inhibition 
(Fig. 45), while GA did not show any toxicity in C. elegans under laboratory spiked 
conditions. PVP Ag-NP, GA Ag-NP and AgNO3 induced 21%, 45% and 25% growth 
inhibition, respectively (Fig. 45).  
However, 1 week after the spike, water samples obtained from the mesocosm did 
not result in any growth inhibition in C. elegans, and no growth inhibition was found in 
the samples 2 weeks after spike as well. Nematodes showed very similar growth 
compared to controls. In parallel experiments, we also tested the pcs-1 mutant, which 
was more sensitive to metal-induced toxicity [181, 317], showed no significant toxicity 
among all the treatment right after spike (Fig. 46). This might be due to the relatively 
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poorer growth in pcs-1 controls (approximately 60% of wildtype control in size at the 
end of the 72 h experiment), which masked the exacerbation of mesocosm Ag NP 
exposure on growth.  
Therefore, a complex environmental medium, e.g., mesocosm reduced Ag NP 
toxicity shortly after the spike. Water samples from the mesocosms were less toxic than 
laboratory water containing the same concentrations of spiked Ag NPs. After 1 week, 
the toxicity was eliminated in the mesocosm samples.  
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Figure 25: Percentage of silver remaining in the supernatant after 
ultracentrifugation of different concentrations of CIT-Ag NPs and AgNO3. 
(a) CIT-Ag NPs and (b) ionic silver (AgNO3) in EPA water, in the presence of PLFA (10 
mg-C L-1). Ultracentrifugation was performed at 370,000 g for 30 min. 
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Figure 26: Impact of food and SRFA on ionic silver and PVP-coated Ag NP (8±2 
nm) toxicity. 
A) AgNO3; B) PVP-coated AgNPs (8 nm). Data include 3 experimental replicates (total 
nematodes= 480 per treatment; p<0.001 for statistical significance for food and SRFA 
effect on silver toxicity by Wilcoxon rank sum test with continuity correction).  
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Figure 27. Percentage mortality of C. elegans exposed to ionic silver and Ag 
NPs with increasing concentrations of SRFA and PLFA (1-10 mg-C L-1). 
A) AgNO3 at 0.15 mg-Ag L-1; B) Non-functionalized Ag NPs at 0.15 mg-Ag L-1; C) PVP-
Ag NPs (8±2 nm) at 0.5 mg-Ag L-1; D) PVP-Ag NPs (38±8 nm) at 0.5 mg-Ag L-1; E) CIT-
Ag NPs at 5 mg-Ag L-1. Data includes 4 replicate experiments (640 nematodes per dose). 
The difference in rescue effect between PLFA and SRFA was statistically different in all 
cases (p<0.05 by Wilcoxon rank sum test with continuity correction) 
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Figure 28: Range-finding dose-response curves for Ag NPs without food and 
without natural organic matter. 
A) Non-functionalized Ag NPs; B) PVP-Ag NPs 8 nm; C) PVP-Ag NPs 38 nm; D) CIT-Ag 
NPs. Data from 4 experiments, each with 6 wells containing 20 nematodes/well (480 
nematodes/data point). 
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Figure 29. Hydrodynamic diameter and dissolved silver concentration of CIT-
Ag NPs (5 mg-Ag L-1) in the absence and presence of PLFA. 
A) Hydrodynamic diameter of CIT-Ag NPs in the presence and absence of PLFA (10 
mg-C L-1), with replicate experiment; B) Dissolved silver concentration with increasing 
concentrations of PLFA (0-10 mg-C L-1). 
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Figure 30: Hyperspectral endmembers illustrating the presence of complex 
formation from Citrate-coated Ag NPs (CIT-Ag NPs) and PLFA. 
A) CIT-Ag NPs+PLFA library; B) PLFA library; C) CIT-Ag NPs library; D) CIT-Ag 
NPs+PLFA in C. elegans. CIT- Ag NPs (25±9 nm). 
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Figure 31: Equilibrium speciation of dissolved silver in mixtures comprising 
EPA water and dissolved Ag in the presence of varying concentrations of PLFA (0, 1, 
5, 10 mg-C L-1). 
Total dissolved Ag concentrations at each PLFA concentration correspond to measured 
dissolved values in the CIT-Ag NP-PLFA mixtures. Complexation of Ag+ by NOM was 
assumed to occur with ‘weak’ binding sites (1.7×10-6 mol per mg-C) and strong thiol 
binding sites with a concentration of (A) 4 nmol per mg-C; (B) 10 nmol per mg-C; and 
(C) 20 nmol per mg-C.  
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Figure 32: CIT-Ag NPs intercalate into “pockets” of PLFA in medium without 
nematodes, indicative of NP-NOM complex formation. 
A) Hyperspectral image (HSI) of CIT-Ag NP-PLFA complex; B) Endmembers of PLFA 
and Ag NPs; C) Minimum noise fraction (MNF) image; D) Spectral angle mapper (SAM) 
classified image showing the location of the endmembers (Figure B) in the HIS image. 
Ag NP color in all HSI images is attributed to their surface plasmon resonance property. 
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Figure 33: Darkfield images of association of CIT-Ag NPs (5 mg-Ag L-1) and PLFA (10 
mg- C L-1) in the presence and absence of nematodes. 
This is showing how the presence of nematodes affects CIT-Ag NP-NOM interaction. 
(A-C) ‚Ring‛-like structures formed by CIT-Ag NPs+PLFA association are dominant in 
the presence of nematodes; (D-F) in the absence of nematodes, loose agglomerates of 
CIT-Ag NPs+PLFA are dominant.  
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Figure 34: Analysis of CIT-Ag NPs+PLFA rings using spectral angle mapper 
(SAM technique). 
A-B) Hyperspectral analysis with details; C-D) MNF technique and details; E-F) SAM 
technique and details. 
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Figure 35: Spectral profiles for CIT-Ag NPs+PLFA rings. 
This figure shows the presence of spectral profiles, mean #1 and #3, in close association 
with each other and these profiles were in agreement with the profiles shown in the 
hyperspectral imaging of CIT-Ag NPs+PLFA rings. The bright nodes in each ring are the 
regions where Ag NPs were localized.  
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Figure 36. Total silver measurement in nematodes. 
PLFA (10 mg-C L-1) reduced whole-organism uptake of AgNO3 (0.15 mg-Ag L-1) but not 
CIT-Ag NPs (5 mg-Ag L-1) by C. elegans (p = 0.2752; N=5 for AgNO3 +/- PLFA and N=6 
for CIT-Ag NPs +/- PLFA).  
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Figure 37: CIT-Ag NPs were detectable via darkfield microscopy in the gut and 
tissues of C. elegans with and without PLFA. 
Nematodes were subjected to following treatments: (A) not exposed to Ag NPs (control); 
(B) exposed to PLFA only (10 mg-C L-1); (C-F) exposed to CIT-Ag NPs only (5 mg-Ag L-
1); (G-H) exposed to CIT-Ag NPs (5 mg-Ag L-1) + PLFA (10 mg-C L-1). 
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Figure 38: Shown here are the darkfield images of body residue of CIT-Ag NPs 
with and without PLFA in C. elegans after 24 h elimination in fresh medium followed 
by 24 hrs uptake period. 
A-C) CIT-Ag NPs only (5 mg-Ag L-1); D-F) CIT-Ag NPs (5 mg-Ag L-1)+PLFA (10 mg-C L-
1). 
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Figure 39: TEM image and metal peak detection using energy dispersive X-Ray 
Analysis.  
A-B) CIT-Ag NP-treated nematodes; C-D) CIT-Ag NP + PLFA-treated nematodes. 
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Figure 40: Hyperspectral image mapping confirmed gut uptake of CIT-Ag NP 
(5 mg-Ag L-1) with and without PLFA in C. elegans. 
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A) CIT-Ag NP localized mostly in nematode gut; (arrow indicates an example of tissue 
uptake beyond the gut); B) CIT-Ag NP endmembers derived from HSI and matched 
with CIT-Ag NP spectral library; C) Minimum Noise Fraction (MNF) image; D) Spectral 
angle mapper (SAM) classified image showing the location of the endmembers (panel B) 
in the HSI image (A). Ag NPs color in all HSI images is attributed to their surface 
plasmon resonance property. (E-H) hyperspectral image mapping identified NP-NOM 
interaction and complex formation in C. elegans after exposure to CIT-Ag NP (5 mg-Ag 
L-1) + PLFA (10 mg-C L-1). E) CIT-Ag NPs+PLFA localization in nematode; F) 
endmembers derived from HSI and matched with CIT-Ag NP spectral library; G) MNF 
image; H) Spectral angle mapper (SAM) classified image showing the location of the 
endmembers (panel F) in the HSI image (E). Ag NPs color in all HSI images is attributed 
to their surface plasmon resonance property (collective oscillation of electrons in solid or 
liquid stimulated by light). 
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Figure 41. TEM micrographs of control and treated nematodes. 
A-C) Control. TEM examinations included the gut lumen, epithelium, gonad (G) and 
muscle. M- mitochondria, N- nucleus and Ly- lysosome; D) AgNO3 10 mg-Ag L-1 (LC75 
for the number of nematodes exposed). Arrow and arrowhead indicate necrotic 
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epithelial cells and likely fluid-filled space, respectively; E) AgNO3 10 mg-Ag L-1; F) 
AgNO3 10 mg-Ag L-1 + PLFA 10 mg-C L-1; G) Citrate-functionalized Ag NPs (CIT-Ag 
NPs) 24 mg-Ag L-1 (LC75 for the number of nematodes exposed). Arrowhead indicates 
likely fluid-filled space; H) CIT 24 mg-Ag L-1; I) CIT-Ag NPs 24 mg-Ag L-1 + PLFA 10 
mg-C L-1; J) CIT-Ag NPs 24 mg-Ag L-1 + PLFA 10 mg-C L-1. Magnification: A) 2000X; B) 
7100X; C) 7100X; D) 2200X; E) 8900X; F) 1800X; G) 2200X; H) 8900X; I) 2200X; J) 4400X. 
Scale bars represent: A) 5 µm; B) 1 µm; C) 1 µm; D) 5 µm; E) 1 µm; F) 5 µm; G) 5 µm; H) 
1 µm; I) 5 µm; J) 2 µm. 
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Figure 42: TEM micrograph showing nematode ultrastructures from 
AgNO3+PLFA and controls. 
 A) AgNO3 1 mg-Ag L-1+ PLFA 10 mg-C L-1 at higher magnification 7100X; M- 
mitochondria, Ly- lysosome; B) control nematodes on plate, without liquid exposure.  
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Figure 43. A-B) LC50 and EC50 responses (in ppm) of C. elegans to the presence of Ag 
NPs. 
Error bars denote a one-sided 95% confidence interval. One-sided intervals calculated by 
BMDS reflect the fact that potential toxicity (lower bound) is generally of greater concern 
than potential nontoxicity (effective upper bound of infinity). Open diamonds indicate 
that the predicted EC50 or LC50 exceeded the tested range of AgNP concentrations (error 
bars not shown). As sulfidation of the silver particles increases along the x-axis (from 0 
to 0.5, where 0.5 represents a 100% Ag2S AgNP), nematodes are less sensitive to the 
particles. C) Influence of sulfidation on the mortality caused by AgNPs for C. elegans in 
EPA water (low ionic strength and low Cl−). Mortality is defined as the number of 
unresponsive organisms over the total number of organisms. Error bars represent the 
standard error of the mean (four replicates). At high ionic strength, there was no 
mortality for pristine AgNPs or any of the sulfidized AgNPs (data not shown). 
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Figure 44. Impact of temperature on toxicity of AgNO3 and Ag NPs.  
A) AgNO3; B) non-coated Ag NPs (50 nm); C) PVP-coated Ag NPs (8±2 nm); D) PVP-
coated Ag NPs (38±8 nm); E) Citrate-coated Ag NPs (25±9 nm). Error bars represent 
standard error. Data were combined from 4 separate experiments.  
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Figure 45. 72 h nematode optical density (relative to control) +/- SEM of wild type (N2) 
C. elegans exposed to GA Ag-NPs, PVP Ag-NPs, and AgNO3. 
 
Right after spike indicates water samples obtained right after mesocosm was spiked; 
N=4 experimental replicates, 50 larvae/sample. Results shown as mean ± SEM. * 
indicates statistical significance.  
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Figure 46. 72 h nematode optical density (relative to control) +/- SEM of pcs-1 C. 
elegans exposed to GA Ag-NPs, PVP Ag-NPs, and AgNO3. 
 
Right after spike indicates water samples obtained right after mesocosm was spiked; 
N=4 experimental replicates, 50 larvae/sample. Results shown as mean ± SEM.  
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Table 5. Recipe for EPA water 
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Table 6. Total concentration of major ions except carbonate for the EPA water 
matrix 
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Table 7. Site density and concentrations of silver-binding sites for solutions 
with varying PLFA concentration (in mg-C L-1) 
NOM silver binding site site density Ag-binding site concentration (M) 
 mol (mg-C)-1 0 mg-C L-1 1 mg-C L-1 5 mg-C L-1 10 mg-C L-1 
weak 1.7×10-6 0 1.7×10-6  8.5×10-6  1.7×10-5  
strong -lower range 4.0×10-9 0 4.0×10-9  2.0×10-8 4.0×10-8 
strong -median 1.0×10-8                  0 1.0×10-8  5.0×10-8 1.0×10-7 
strong -upper range 2.0×10-8 0 2.0×10-8 1.0×10-7 2.0×10-7 
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Table 8. Total dissolved silver concentration (M) (mean and standard 
deviation) measured in the samples 
PLFA (mg-C L-1) mean SD 
0 2.79×10-7 2.46×10-8 
1 2.49×10-7 5.74×10-8 
5 3.56×10-7 4.92×10-8 
10 4.54×10-7 6.25×10-8 
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Table 9. Settling velocity (U), settling distance (L) and removal percentage (η) 
of silver NPs of different diameter (d) during centrifugation. 
 
                       
Notes: The settling velocity was calculated by Stoke’s Law. The removal percentage (η) 
was calculated as the ratio of distance travelled by the particle (L) during centrifugation 
to the depth of liquid in the centrifugation tubes (i.e. 4 cm). The Ag NPs were assumed 
to be spherical in shape and have a density of bulk solid silver. 
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5. Conclusions 
5.1 Summary  
 The overall goal of this dissertation was to study in depth the uptake, 
mechanism(s) of toxicity, and environmental interactions of Ag NPs. Despite extensive 
toxicity data for Ag NPs in multiple organisms [122, 318-320], there existed very limited 
in-depth mechanistic studies regarding the toxicity drivers of Ag NPs [54, 321]. Further 
there was little understanding of the uptake mechanism of Ag NPs in vivo [322]. Finally, 
Ag NP toxicity within a more complex environment needed to be investigated to better 
inform ecological risk assessment. Therefore, the first hypothesis addressed in this work 
was to test whether Ag NP toxicity was driven by release of dissolved silver, or had 
unique toxicity resulting from their nanoparticulate form. In chapter 2, data showed that 
a lower ionic strength medium resulted in greater toxicity (measured as growth 
inhibition) of all tested Ag NPs to Caenorhabditis elegans, and that both the dissolved 
silver and coating influenced Ag NP toxicity. There was a linear correlation between Ag 
NP toxicity and dissolved silver, but no correlation existed between size and toxicity. 
Furthermore, in Chapter 2 I showed that some Ag NPs (typically less soluble due to size 
or coating) also acted via oxidative stress [323], an effect unique to nanoparticulate 
silver. These data demonstrate that Ag NP toxicity is mainly driven by dissolution and 
that for those less dissolvable (or larger) Ag NPs, toxicity also results from oxidative 
stress [324].  
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Secondly, I hypothesized that if endocytosis were also the pathway for cellular 
uptake of Ag NPs in vivo (based on in vitro data), then I could manipulate this pathway 
and the downstream lysosomal pathway in order to understand the role of intracellular 
trafficking in Ag NP toxicity. In chapter 3, data showed that the clathrin-mediated 
endocytosis inhibitor chlorpromazine reduced the toxicity of CIT-Ag NPs but not 
AgNO3. I also tested the sensitivity of three endocytosis-deficient mutants (rme-1, rme-6, 
and rme-8), two lysosomal function deficient mutants (cup-5 and glo-1), and one 
coelomocyte fluid endocytosis mutant (cup-4), as compared to wild-type (N2 strain) C. 
elegans. One of the endocytosis-deficient mutants (rme-6) took up less silver and was 
resistant to the acute toxicity of CIT-Ag NPs as compared to N2, and none of those 
mutants showed altered sensitivity to AgNO3. Interestingly, the lysosomal mutants were 
more sensitive to the growth-inhibiting effects of CIT-Ag NPs, and were in fact more 
sensitive to CIT-Ag NP-mediated inhibition of reproduction. Most intriguingly, the glo-1 
mutants were much more sensitive than wild type to inhibition of reproduction after 
exposure to CIT-Ag NPs but not AgNO3, constituting a clear nanoparticle-specific toxic 
effect. Furthermore, microscopic examination of the reproduction-impaired glo-1 
mutants revealed a phenotype of egg retention in the adult, possibly resulting from both 
insufficient yolk in the embryo and blockage of embryo transport to the vulval opening 
by excess yolk accumulation. 
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Thirdly, I hypothesized that environmental factors could mitigate Ag NP toxicity. 
The overall conclusion from Chapter 4 was that environmental conditions (salinity, 
NOM, sulfidation, mesocosm conditions) tended to reduce Ag NP toxicity. Effect of 
salinity on Ag NP toxicity was included in chapter 2, suggesting that a higher chloride 
medium (K+ medium) resulted in reduced toxicity compared to lower chloride EPA 
water (Table 2). PLFA rescued toxicity more effectively than SRFA. In our experiments, 
the effect of NOM on Ag NP dissolution was minor, however, other researchers showed 
a decreased dissolution rate with increasing NOM content [325]. Measurement of total 
tissue silver content indicated that PLFA reduced total organismal (including digestive 
tract) uptake of ionic silver but not that of citrate-coated Ag NPs (CIT-Ag NPs). The 
majority of the CIT-Ag NP uptake was in the digestive tract.  Limited tissue uptake was 
detected by hyperspectral microscopy but not by transmission electron microscopy. Co-
exposure to PLFA resulted in the formation of NOM-Ag NP composites (both in 
medium and nematodes) and rescued AgNO3 and CIT-Ag NP-induced cellular damage, 
potentially by decreasing intracellular uptake of CIT-Ag NPs. Not only did NP-NOM 
interactions alter the impact of the Ag NPs on exposed nematodes, but the presence of 
nematodes also affected NP-NOM interactions. We observed ‚ring‛-like structures 
formed by Ag NPs and NOM only in the presence of nematodes. A recent study found 
that the extracellular dissolved organic carbon produced by algal cells mitigated silver 
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nanoparticle toxicity and behavior [326]; therefore, it was possible that the gut or body 
fluid generated from the nematodes was altering the NP-PLFA interaction. 
5.2 Broad Implications and Future Directions  
Understanding the correlation between silver nanoparticle toxicity and its 
physicochemical characteristics will facilitate Ag NP optimization for lower toxicity and 
its green synthesis. Meanwhile, the mechanism of uptake will provide valuable 
information for the modeling of fate and toxicokinetics both in cells and organisms. The 
linkage between Ag NPs and complex environmental variables can also improve the 
nanosilver safety assessment process. All of the research findings will provide valuable 
information for the prediction and modeling of nanosilver effects on human health and 
better facilitate the implementation of regulations on nanosilver products.  
 This dissertation work has contributed to our understanding of the mechanism 
by which Ag NPs exert adverse effects in both cells and whole organisms, although 
uncertainties exist in several perspectives.  
NP-specific effect (or ROS generation) has been well studied in cell culture; 
however, the accuracy of ROS detection in live organisms still needs improvement and 
optimization. Furthermore, it is still uncertain and controversies remain whether the 
NP-induced ROS increases that others have reported are caused by direct generation of 
ROS, or are due to indirect ROS generation that is secondary to cellular dysfunction. 
Further research needs to focus more on real-time in vivo detection (Mitotracker deep 
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red with fluorescent confocal microscopy), LC-MS, bioluminescence whole animal 
imaging, etc. [327]. As bench scientists, we are struggling to fill the gap between in vitro 
and in vivo data. The study in Chapter 3 aimed to address that gap, applying endocytosis 
theory to in vivo uptake in C. elegans. Intracellular trafficking of NPs has been extensively 
studied [328-330]; however, there is a lack of related studies in vivo. Much more work 
needs to be done in testing the essential cellular pathways which have been 
demonstrated in cell culture and applying those ideas to whole organism studies [331].  
Ag NP behavior, transformation and speciation (especially in aquatic systems) 
have been intensively investigated [332-334]; however, there are very limited studies 
focusing on better characterization of Ag NPs in vivo [335, 336]. Future research should 
explore the cellular uptake and speciation of Ag NPs in vivo with the aid of X-ray 
absorption near edge structure (XANES) spectroscopy, EDX, and synchrotron speciation 
analysis. After the uncertainties of the cellular behavior of Ag NPs are further elucidated, 
much progress can be made in understanding the Ag NP-bio-organelle interactions and 
facilitating systematic probing of Ag NP toxicity based on their properties.  
There are a large number of molecular pathways that are likely to be involved in 
regulating Ag NP toxicity other than the limited pathways in this dissertation. Those 
alternative pathways include receptor activation, lysosomal dysfunction, mitochondrial 
signaling, protein damage, altered transcription and signaling, etc. More research needs 
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to focus on the cellular and tissue level, especially the above-mentioned Ag NP-
organelle or Ag NP-protein interactions, etc.  
At the ecosystem level, further research needs to focus more on the interactive 
effects between Ag NPs and other ubiquitous contaminants. More ecologically relevant 
studies are needed to better predict their fate and toxicity in the environment.  
C. elegans is a great model for nanotoxicological and mechanistic studies, and so 
far the general magnitude of toxicity and molecular mechanisms of NP toxicity 
extrapolate quite well with other model organisms. This model organism will continue 
to serve an important role in filling the gap between in vitro and in vivo studies. 
However, even if C. elegans is a great model, the molecular mechanism and toxicity data 
cannot be directly extrapolated to human health implications. Science is a process of 
continuously filling the gaps and providing inputs for a much broader context, and 
nanotoxicological studies will continue to elucidate uncertainties and contribute to the 
overall public health.  
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Appendix A- Do Ag NPs cause oxidative stress? 
 One of the original goals of this dissertation work was to examine ROS 
generation after Ag NP exposures to determine if direct measurement of ROS 
production would confirm the results from pharmacological rescue and genetic mutant 
analysis. In order to test this Mitosox dye was used to examine Ag NP-exposed 
nematodes with fluorescent confocal microscopy. This work was done collaboratively 
with Laura Macaulay.  
A.1 Nematode dosing and Mitosox incubation 
Approximately 25-50 age-matched young adult nematodes were exposed to 
paraquat and Ag NPs in liquid suspensions mixed with mitochondrial dyes and food. 
Expsure was done for 24 hrs on an orbit shaker. Triplicate exposures were performed for 
each treatment. Dosing concentrations for paraquat, PVP38-Ag NPs and GA22-Ag NPs 
were 18 µM, 0.75 mg-Ag L-1 and 0.2 mg-Ag L-1. Mitosox stock was made by dissolving 50 
µg Mitosox in 13 µL of Dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO), resulting in a 5 mM Mitosox reagent 
stock solution. For each 750 µL of dosing suspension (K-Medium mixture), in addition 
to dosing chemical and food (60 µL of concentrated bacteria suspension with bacteria 
cells concentrated to approximately 1* 1010 cells/mL), there were 10 µM Mitosox and 12 
µM Mitotracker Green. TMRE was used to normalize mitochondria mass. For TMRE 
incubation, 12 µM Mitotracker Green and 0.1 µM TMRE were used.  
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Prior to imaging, nematodes were transferred to no food plates for 2 hrs to clear 
their guts. Light exposure was minimized to avoid photo-degradation of the dye. 
Incubating plates were covered in aluminum foil at every point in the process. Worms 
were imaged by using a 2% agarose pad and immobilized using 5 µL of 10 mg/mL 
Levamisole. Image J software was used to compare fluorescence of a set area (the 
pharyngeal bulb) on each emission channel. Background noise was substracted, and 
then ratios of these emission channels were used to normalize the data. Bright field 
images were used to minimize bias.  
A.2 No significant superoxide detected upon Ag NP exposures 
Mitosox, a dye exclusively specific to superoxide, was shown to work in live 
organisms [337, 338]. This experiment showed that PVP38 exposure resulted in less 
superoxide anion generation than in control nematodes, in a wildtype (N2) background 
(Fig. 47). However, even paraquat, a very potent ROS inducer and a positive control in 
this experiment, failed to increase superoxide anion generation (Fig. 47), suggesting that 
the assay requires further optimization before it can be employed reliably in C. elegans.  
Mitosox worked well in well controlled systems, e.g., cell cultures [339, 340], 
once cells were completely in focus, the dyes could be applied completely in dark. 
However, in our exposure systems, the dyes were highly likely to be auto-exposed 
especially during the handling of nematodes, which potentially complicated imaging 
results [341]. Besides, there was quite high fluorescent variability among individual 
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nematodes, perhaps due to different levels of dye uptake for each nematode. 
Furthermore, focusing the microscope on nematodes was much more difficult than in 
cell cultures, but it was critical to maintain microscopic settings (e.g., detection gain) to 
ensure reliability of the imaging data. In order to achieve much higher accuracy of 
detection, LC-MS in parallel with fluorescent confocal imaging could be perfomed.  
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Figure 47. Normalized fluorescent intensity using specific and nonspecific oxidation 
products. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 GA-22 
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Appendix B- Do Ag NPs cause DNA damage? 
 This was a collaborative study with Jinhee Choi from University of Seoul, 
examining the effects of PVP surface coating and size on the organismal and genetic 
toxicity of Ag NPs in C. elegans. My role in this project was to explore the toxicity (both 
acute and DNA damage) of AgNO3 and 3 types of Ag NPs in C. elegans (wildtype and a 
DNA damage and oxidative stress response mutant, cep-1) 
Polymerase-blocking DNA damage was detected using a quantitative long 
amplicon PCR (QPCR) assay [342, 343]. QPCR detected any alterations to the genomic 
DNA template that resulted in altered PCR amplification of a large (~10kb) region of the 
mitochondrial and nuclear genomes, such that damage of any sort results in reduced 
PCR product. The amplification of these large targets is normalized to genome copy 
number via measurement of mitochondrial and nuclear genomes using the amplification 
by real-time PCR of small mitochondrial and nuclear targets [344], in conjunction with 
standard curves [343]. Any reduction in PCR product, compared to control samples, is 
converted mathematically to a number of lesions per 10 kb [343].  
B.1 QPCR-based DNA damage assay 
QPCR was used to measure DNA polymerase-inhibiting DNA lesions [342] upon 
exposures to Ag NPs. Young adult nematodes were generated by placing synchronized 
L1’s on OP50 plate for 46 hrs at 20 °C, and then exposed to silver nanoparticles in EPA 
moderately hard water supplemented with cholesterol as described [51]. Exposures 
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were in 96-well plates, with 50 worms/well dispensed by COPAS Biosort. The 
treatments were AgNO3 (0.05 ppm), PVP8 (0.25 ppm), PVP38 (0.75 ppm), and noncoated 
NPs (0.04 ppm) in 100 μL total volume. The dosing concentrations corresponded to 
approximately the 24 h LC10 for each silver type under these conditions (based pilot 
exposures, which gave similar results for the N2 and cep-1 strains). The exposure 
duration was 24 hrs without food. 50 J/m2 Ultraviolet C radiation (UVC) was used as a 
positive control for nuclear and mitochondria DNA damage. After 24 hrs of exposure, 
worms were transferred to no peptone plates to dry and half of the control nematodes 
were exposed to UVC (UV dosing protocol previously described [344]). For each 
exposure condition, 6 nematodes were picked into 90 µL of the lysis buffer in triplicate, 
lysed, and analyzed for DNA damage as previously described [342]. Only living 
nematodes were picked. For this experiment, we used 26 and 24 cycles for long nuclear 
and long mitochondrial PCR reactions; mitochondrial and nuclear copy number were 
measured by real-time PCR as described [344]. The exposures were carried out twice 
and all samples were analyzed by duplicate QPCR runs.  
B.2 No significant DNA damage was indicated (either nuclear or 
mitochondrial) 
  Our results suggested very limited DNA damage both in mitochondria and 
nuclear genome. The level of nuclear DNA (nDNA) damage observed after exposing the 
nematodes to UVC (positive control) was significantly higher than the controls 
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(p<0.0001), but neither AgNO3 nor any of the Ag NPs tested resulted in increased 
damage compared to the controls (p>0.05 in all cases) (Fig. 48A). Mitochondrial DNA 
(mtDNA) damage was also observed after exposure to UVC. The UCV-exposed 
nematodes had significantly more mtDNA damage than the controls (p<0.0001), but no 
other treatments resulted in increased damage compared to the controls (p>0.05 in all 
cases) (Fig. 48B). The mtDNA:nDNA ratio was also investigated but no significant trend 
was observed in any of the sample tested (Fig. 7C). Because negative results were 
obtained with wildtype C. elegans, I additionally conducted the same experiments using 
a DNA damage sensitive strains, cep-1(gk138), which lacks the C. elegans homolog of p53. 
However, none of the types of silver tested led to an increase in DNA lesions either in 
nDNA or mtDNA of the cep-1 (gk138) strain (published in Chemosphere) [345].  
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Figure 48. Polymerase-inhibiting DNA lesions were not detected in wildtype or cep-1 
(gk138) C. elegans exposed to AgNO3 and Ag NPs. 
A) QPCR in the nuclear genome; B) QPCR in the mitochondrial genome; C) The 
mitochondrial:nuclear DNA ratio measured in the same nematodes. UVC was used as a 
positive control for the assay. n= 3 experiments were preformed and 2-3 replicates were 
designed for each treatment. Two QPCR runs were done for each experimental samples. 
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Appendix C- Do Ag NPs cause unfolded protein response? 
 
C.1 Introduction: the unfolded protein response (UPR) and endoplasmic 
reticulum (ER) stress 
A variety of stresses (endogenous and exogenous) can lead to protein misfolding 
and aggregation, which further result in cell proteotoxicity [346]. In order to protect 
against this proteotoxicity, cells employ series of compartment-specific stress responses, 
including targeted induction of chaperone and degradation organelles within certain 
subcellular sites [347]. The ER UPR, induced by ER stress, is mediated through three 
pathways involving the genes XBP-1, ATF-6 and PEK-1 [348, 349]. XBP-1 is protective 
against the ER stress induced by immune response or inflammation [350]. Expression of 
a constitutively active form of XBP-1 and XBP-1s can rescue the age-related loss of ER 
proteostasis [347]. The xbp-1 loss-of-function mutant of Caenorhabditis elegans exhibits 
constitutively higher ER stress, and higher expression of compensatory genes, e.g., ATF-
6 and PEK-1 [349]. XBP-1 plays important roles in the activation of the innate immune 
response in C. elegans, which is involved in defending against the infection with 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa [350]. Therefore, the xbp-1 mutant was more susceptible to 
pathogenic infections, leading to severely altered ER morphology, arrested development 
and larval mortality[350]. This suggested that the IRE-1-xbp-1 pathway of the UPR is 
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important in the resistance to pathogens such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa and pore-
forming toxins (PFT) [351].  
The major aim of this work was to understand whether Ag NP toxicity is 
dependent on the immune response-induced ER stress. If so, knocking out the UPR-
regulating genes (e.g., XBP-1, ATF-6 and PEK-1) can cause more unfolded protein 
accumulation (especially in the intestine), which further lead to higher mortality.  
Very limited information has been published about how those UPR mutants 
respond to environmental chemicals (other than pathogens) differently from the 
wildtype. Therefore, this study was intended to test a potential new pathway of 
nanotoxicity.  
C.2 Methods 
 Mutant sensitivity analysis between the xbp-1 strain and wildtype was based on 
the 72-h growth assay using L1 stage larvael (L1’s) of both strains. Both the xbp-1 and 
hsp-4::gfp strains were generous provided from Jingru Sun in Aballay lab at Duke 
University. Details of the growth assay were described in the supporting information of 
our previous paper [51]. Dosing concentrations of AgNO3 and CIT-Ag NPs were 0-0.2 
mg-Ag L-1 and 0-2 mg-Ag L-1, respectively. Young adults of the hsp-4::gfp strain were 
exposed to CIT-Ag NPs (0-2 mg-Ag L-1) for 24 hrs before analysis of GFP in whole 
organismal level using COPAS Biosort.  
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C.3 The ER stress-deficient mutant xbp-1 was more sensitive to Ag NPs 
but not to AgNO3 
Our result suggested that the xbp-1 mutant was more sensitive to citrate-coated 
Ag NPs but not to Ag+. However, our hsp-4::gfp strain, which was an indicator of the 
expression of ER stress response genes, did not show any fluorescence upon Ag NP 
exposure. These contradictory results need to be further investigated to provide better 
interpretations.  
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Figure 49. Comparative sensitivity between xbp-1 and wildtype and fluorescence of 
hsp-4::gfp strain upon Ag NP exposure. 
A) Two strain comparison upon exposure to AgNO3; B) exposure to citrate-coated Ag 
NPs (CIT-Ag NPs); Boxplots show the 10%, 25%, median, 75% and 90% quantiles of EXT 
(extinction; a proxy for nematode size) values 72 h post exposure; C) Green fluorescence 
of hsp-4::gfp strain upon exposure to CIT-Ag NPs. The data points are combined from 3 
to 4 replicate experiments. 
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